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City boots health worker for giving condoms to students

FIGHTING THOSE
WHO FIGHT AIDS
By Andy NewT111In

Susan Cummings-Lawrence:

CBW/Tonee Harbert

"(The students) have a right
to learn how best to save
their own Iives./I

A Portland health advisor who handed out condoms to eighth graders at Shaw Junior High School
in Gorham has been chaslised by city officials, state
officials and editorial writers at the Portland Press
Herald.
On Mar. 21, Susan Cummings-Lawrence concluded a workshop on AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases by handing out condoms to
about 40 students. She told the 13- and 14-year-old
students that two 14-year-old Mainers have already tested positive for the HIV virus, and that in
both cases the AIDS-related virus had been sexuall y transmi tted. Cummings-La wrence told the students to "get a feel for what condoms are like," but
discouraged them from having sex.
Still, a handful of Gorham parents complained.
The school principal Richard Klain, said t.,at gIVing students condoms encourages students "at that
young age to be experimenting with sex." The

Portland Press Herald editorialized that CummingsLawrence was "going to far" and "encouraging
sexual activity among students." And the City of
Portland threw Cummings-Lawrence out of the
Portland City Hall office she'd occupied for four
and a half years.
Diane Elze, the President of the Maine Lesbian/
Gay Political Alliance, described Cummings-lawrence as "a dedicated, talented, and committed
health educator." Jh Lesbian/Gay Alliance joined "the Maine chapter of the National Organization of
Women and several area AIDS groups in condemning local and state officials for their bungling of the
situation. Elze said the idea that condoms encourage promiscuity is absurd; that the need for AIDS,
STD and pregnancy prevention is more profound
than ever; and that while some people would deny
that young teens are having sex, statistics prove
them wrong.
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On Saturday, April 7, a handful of protestors
demonstrated in front of Seabrook Station, the
nuclear reactor where civil disobedience over
atomic power first began 15 years ago. After more
than 3,000 arrests, the plant fired up anyway.
Seabrook, which received its operating license
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
on March 1, is now running at about three percent
of capacity. Though they are struggling with
several valve and turbine problems, Seabrook's

operators hope to have the plant at full power by
the time the summer crowds hit nearby Hampton
Beach.
But the granting of the license has not ended
bitter political war raging through New England
and the back rooms of Congress. The NRC, says
Seabrook foe Bob Backus, has jumped "up to its
waist in what George Bush would call 'deep doodoo: " saCrificing both its legal standing and its
political credibili ty.
Continued on page 8
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wiU be open 7 days a week!

T-Shirts

Why fight the congested downlOwn traffic?!
The newly constructed CuslOm House Garage is located at the
corner of Pearl and Fore Streets, just off Franklin Arterial - near
the Federal Building, Court House, Portland Harbor and the
many shops of the Old Port.
Enjoy covered parking in a well-lit facility, free from snow,
sun and ice. Spaces available for hourly, monthly, six months or
one-year periods of time. 24 hour access is available. For
more information call 772-8896.
TGI FRIDAY'S "American Bistro" (adjacent to Custom
House Garage) opens April 16, 1990!

CUSTOM HOUSE GARAGE
PARKING HOURS
6am-l:30am Monday-Friday • 9am-l:30am Saturday
lO:30am-l' Oam Su

Why

paytobanl~

paytobanl~

with this
teller.

with this
teller?

Djaylan says women "assume the worst"
I'm sure your will allow me to respond to the two views directed
to myself in the Mar. 29 issue. Thank you.
I question your reasoning of a smile being mindless? I question
your dwelling on women's appearances and commenting on the
body.l never did! I question your use of four harsh negative words
in a row? I question your dwelling on the whistle, I wrote another
paragraph!
I feel sorry that society has programmed women to bash men! I
sadly see the proof is substantiated without question that women
will assume the worst and the negativity will prevail! The number
one assumption was that Djaylan isa man! Let meintroducemyself.
My name is DJA YLAN, it is of the Turkish origin meaning "little
forest deer." I am a very well-adjusted, good-looking, appreciative,
kind and loving FEMALE.
I thought I would be encouraging my sisters to feel good abou t
who we arc. When we are confident in ourselves we don't need to
put others down. All [ask is a smile for everyone (no exception). Do
you feel this world issooutofcontrol thata man will rape you if you
smileathim? I don'tfcel that way, sowhydo you? Ask yourself, Do

~~:;'ood

,oough ,\"m' ~ hd(5=r'ood ,bou' th=~
to

Djaylan Adams
Freeport

"No one deserves ... hunger"
Hunger anywhere in the world is a depressing subject. When it
occurs in distant places such as Ethiopia, Senegal, India, Cameroon,
Peru, Honduras, Fiji, China or the Philippines, the immediacy of the
problem is partially softened by its distance from daily experience.
But when hunger occurs at home in the neighborhood, it is much
more difficult to forget. To simply put a $5 bill in the can at Shop 'n
Save and walk away does not heal the nutritionally abused. W-p~
one discovers a mother with thrce children having little more tha~
$120 per month for food; when one finds out that the elderly person
living down the street has only $30 a week for every expense from
food, clothing and personal hygiene to transportation and social
expenses; when one really understands that the handicapped individual standing in the store has only $10 a week to spend for food,
poverty and hunger is brought home.
Current medical statistics indicate that in North America and
Europe up to 80 percent of inner-city medical patients suffer from
protein-calorie undernutrition (kwashiorkor) and among the urban
elderly and poor the "ancient" diseases of scurvy and anemia arc
endemic. Most medical authorities agree that the optimum treatment for this problem is eradication of its cause and the provision of
a good tasting, easily prepared, nutritionally complete diet.
Adequate nutrition is essential to life, and many illncssesevolve
from nutri tiona I deficiencies. In demographic terms, undernutrition is seen as the product of a n environment characterized by
material,social,and cultural poverty. In this respect undernutrition
represents the final common pathway for the expression of illiteracy, inadequate sanitation, poor personal hygiene, poor work capacity, poor agricultural practices, over-population, and inefficient
or inappropriate use of resources. And indeed, the problems raised
by severe undernutrition cover the whole spectrum of the human
experience.
In Maine there is no reason for anyone to go hungry. According
to the Maine Department of Human Resources, an elderly individ·
uallivinginMainecanown her/his own home and thela{1d itison,
basic personal effects and household goods, a car not to exceed
$5,400 in value and have a gross monthly cash incomeof$823 before
losing eligibility for the Federal Food Stamp Program. Also, many
area non-profit organizations and churches sponsor various food
pantry, eating and meals programs.
U you or anyone you know has a nutritionally inadequate diet,
please call the Maine Department of Human Services at 774-4581 or
1-800-482-7520, the West End Food Pantry at 773-8146, theSalvation
Army at 774-{i304, W.I.c. at 874-1156. No one deserves to be sick
from hunger.

BONU$
BANKING
means free ATMs.
Switch to Casco Northern's Bonus Banking and you'll have
free access to ATMs all over Maine and the U.S. And that's
just part of your Bonus Banking package. Other convenient
features include:
• Free Checks
• No Minimum Balance
NOW Checking
• Travel Discounts

• Higher Interest On
Savings and CDs
• Lower Interest On Loans
• Shopping Discounts

u.

A sinlple $6 monthly fee covers everything. So switch to p
bank account that gives you free ATMs and more. Open an
account at any branch office, or call
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VIEWS are opinions. Your views are here, and sometimes ours. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we can verify your letter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME. 04102.

799-7119
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English Garden Baskets

noV(

Bring Spring Indoors with our grape·vine
baskets overflowing with tulip, crocus,
daffodil and hyacinth blooms.

5011

bike

Perfect for Easter!

315 Marginal Way

Fort Andros, Maine St.
Brunswick

Portland
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AfreSh Spring smile and
All you lIeed for new
beginllings! Relaxed, shapely
styles in a full bwom of
morning sunshine colors and
playful prints... and onry at

Dr. Linda Miller
Portland

Mt"fT1ht'r FOfC

M~F 10-6 • SAT 8~2
870 Broadway' S. Portland

HAIL, CHAMPIONS

• "'<mit; 11.
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Andy Newman
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Casco Northern Banl<

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy'"
Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2/25/90

£t:l~I;,7J[,fflti.~OmP SpeCials

100% Cotton. $12.50
Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument
of community understanding.
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Black Tie.

UEarth Day Every Day"

MONTHLY PARKING $65

Youdon~t

Ethnic Clothing and Crafts

April 12, 1990

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies

'8/.

_~

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
•

41 Exchange S1reet
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

Parking Stamps Available

<>~-c;;:::;;

'"'"'
A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • Mar2aritas

from south of the border
from out (jf this world
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH

• Margarita's ORONO, ME
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The Big Deal

Continued from front page

. Free 2nd set of prints p"lus
Free film every day of the week!

Rent control

Pictures bring it home.
Two collvelliellt {ocatiol/l','
30 CUI' Cemer, Pon/a"d • 772-7296
71 US Roule 1. Scarhorough • 883-7363

propos~1

killed

An attempt to bring rent control to Portland was stopped by the
Portland Housing Committee on Apr. S. Peter O'Donnell. chair of
the housing committee. said that Portland would have to prove
a housing "emergency" existed before state law would allow a
rent control measure. Since five percent of the apartments m
Portland are vacant, O'Donnell didn't think there was a housing
emergency. While the committee did kill the rent-control proposal, O'Donnell said it still plans to take a close look at landlords
who jack up rent dramatically. Portland, which this year paid an
estimated $2.3 million toward subsidizing rents, is particularly
vulnerable to large-scale price gouging

State Theater to get swanky
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781-2671

• Massage Tnerapy

• Tennis

• "Sneaker:::

• Fitness Testi'lg
• Cardiovascu ar

hftv-lhree f>ercent mor£' \ldll1er" Itlpd I')r r.anKnlptev 111 tile
hrst quarter oil 4'10 than did m tne tlTst !juarll'r Cli I \j "1 Accord "l
tCl Portlanj Hankruptcy CClurt Uerk Samllf'l Vvi ktn';(lfi .1" P(,>ptland. 24" \>Iamer' tiled trom January thTLlugh '\Iarch last vPar
while 1;" filed III ti-E' -;arne tmll' IX'rI{Ki tm, Year 'Thevv'l ('n
tn(rea"m,.; e\'erv vear ~ince 19K.!" qld WI1kIPsor , ' but this iqt '
" ,t ir 1 I" 1<..

Restaura~~

• Lounge/Functions

Cen e

• Tanning

• Squasr

.Dletlci1-

• Kidsport Center

• Personal Trainers

• AeroDiCS

• More Planned

A Windham developer plans to transform the State Theater on
Congress Street, which for the past 20 years has been an X-rated
movie house, into a swanky dinner theater. Wolcott S. Gaines is
planning to sink more than $2 million into the theater. Spokesperson James Stolley of Linda Lee Advertising m Portland said
Gaines will undertake "painstakmg renovations" to the State to
make it a 900-sea t dmner thea ter .. With the most luxu rious amenities in the region:' Gaines hope~ to book big-name ent('rtamment
from Las Vegas, New York, Atlantic Citv and Hollvwood. The
target opt'nmg date tor th(' theater IS Sepl. 1-1.
•
Virg1l1ia Hildreth, director of economic development in Port
land, expech the metamorpho~pd '>tatC' to draw an uinfu~ion of
new capital in the Congress Squart' area" Hildreth doesn't forL'see a parkll1g problem for ntght time revelers. The thea ter is ex
pected to add mor£' than 7:; full-timl' JObs tll]' Tti"ld
G"incs ha~ugrI,.'L'd to a 20-l"ear It.:a~l' with hutlJingowners Nick
clJld lola Ka I'm .

Maine ban ruptcies skyrocketing

Save $50 With .
this a
• Nautilu')

Maine's
Leading
Health
Club

Trailways to roll in

New
memberships

C&.l rraitwav~\: L)"ver. .H. will wI! Z I'ortlanders tolich 01'
becomm.' the '>Ccond bus line beSide- stnke-embrmled (,rl'~
houno to offE'r th service Waltpr Jalbert of Dnver, who owns the
buslllle with hiS brother Jim,said that thelra,laches Will start \\.th
flyL' run~ a oa:v to Hoston. mE'y hope eventually to grow tLllll 1l
runs a day. Jalbert saId that h"Jnd his brother have been thinkln~
of expandl/lg ~ervlces South to Portland tor "a couple )'t.lrs.'
Greyhound IS waggmg al()n~ WI th three or lour tlllses to Boston
a day, but catchmg a Greyhouna mean:. confronting picketers
who have beenatit five weeks. Jalbert thinks that Greyhound will
never get out of the financial breakdown lane. '1..\'e can't see
Grevhound commg back with decent ';('T\,CL'," he said, "The
company IS m deep fInancial trouble."
The TrOll way~ station opt.>ned Apr. II <It 1" Fore,t Ave. near
Ccngres> StrL'et.

WEIRD NEWS:
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Tom Conti as Costas
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151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine
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FIGHTING THOSE
WHO FIGHT AIDS

"-When a man pulled two guns on convemence store clerk
Wazlf JIWI and demanded money, Jiwl asked how much he
wanted for one of the gu[l$. He saId $100, which hwi paId hml.
Then JiWI oftered to b;.y the second gun, The robber handed it
over, grabbed the cash and headed for the eXIt. But Jiwi had
pushed a button under the counter that automaticallv locked the
door. "He turned to me and asked what was going on," jlWI says.
"l told him to bnng the money back and I would let hIm go. He
brought the money back, and I opened the door."
..-In Wappingers Falls, N, Y.• police arrested 20-year old N icholas Sucich, who they sav has a mental problem that causes him to
pretend to be different characters. for giving at least one person a
tetanus-type shot in the rear end while iantasizmg he was a
doctor. After reading of his arrest, several people called the police
toreportSucich may also have injeCted them. Pohce who searched
his apartment found ]00 milliliters of the drug xylocame and 800
hypodermiC needles.
..-Boston City Councilor Brian ). McLaugh1m lost the election
for council president by one vote- -his own. Even though his
feilow liberals on the 13-member council ofiered McLaughlm
their support at the last minute, he honored a commItment he had
previously made to vote for conservatlVe Christopher laneila,
who won 7-6,
Roland SU>el'tjAlterNet

On Mar. 21, at Shaw Junior High School in
Gorham, public health advisor Susan CummingsLawrence talked to eighth graders about AIDS
and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).
CummingS-Lawrence told the teenagers about
types of STDs, their symptoms, and how to minimize the risk of contracting one. Condoms are
effective at preventing STDs, Cummings-Lawrence told students, and handed out about 40
condoms to students a t the close of her presentation. "I told them that the condoms weren't to go
home and be used for sexual intercourse after
school," said Cummings-Lawrence. "/ told them
they were to look at them and generally get a feel
for what condoms were like."
Later that day, after the students had been
dismissed, a teacher who had seen CumnungsLawrence's presentation told PrinCIpal. Richard
Klain of the condom giveaway.
"I think there has been a breach of trust here,"
said Klain. He said the understanding between
himself, the Cumberland County Abuse and Neglect Council (which arranged for the workshop)
and Cummings-Lawrence was that she would do
a show-and-tell with the condoms but not give
them to the students. Klain said he'd sat in on two
other SID lectures during the last two years and
watched as a lecturer took out a condom and
"unwrapped, unravelled and described its use
and then put it back in her bag."
That afternoon Klain went to work composing
a letter of apology that he would send to parents
of each of the 123 eighthgradersatthe schooL The
letter explained that the school administration
hadn't wanted or expected Cummings- Lawrence
to hand out condoms. But 10 parents called Klain
and superintendent Constance Goldman anyway.
He said that the first two parents who cailed were
"negative," and the next three calls he received
were supportive of STD education overall but
objected to the condoms being handed out.
"I think we have to interpret a sense of what
town values are," said Klain, adding that earlier
discussions with members of the school board,
teachers and students had convinced him that the
people of Gorham "wouldn't want condoms distributed to eighth-grade students,"

Press Herald: "out of line"
Klain said that by giving condoms to eighth
graders, Cummings-Lawrence was "giving them
license perhaps to start using them. And 1 don't
want students at this young age to be experimenting with sex. I thmk they should have information
but they shouldn't be given condoms."
On April 6, the Portland Press Herald made the
same attack. First theeditorschastised CummingsLawrence for "going to far" and "being clearly
out of line." Then they opined that "it is the
school's role to dispense information, not equipment. Handing out condoms indiSCriminately in
the c!,1ssroom has the uniortunate appearance of
encouraging sexual activity among students."
But Cummings-Llwrencemaintains that havmg i1 condom doe,n't facilitate sex. "I don't think
It encourages people to have sex," she said. Instead. she ~ees educating students, including
giving them condoms to grow more famili<lr with
them. as vital. It's crucial for educators and health
professionals to 5tart the process early, shE' .,aid.
"Once they start having sex, you 're already behind, You have to educate them before they're
sexuallyactivL'."
"People are turned on by hormones. nota pIece
of latex," said Nancy KelleherofPortland'sSouthem Coastal Family Planning. "I nevermetanyone
who looked at birth controls and got aroused,"
Kelleher said Southern Coastal does have a policy
that their staff doesn't distribute condoms in classrooms. But she saId they do tell students "where
they can get condoms if they need them," including freebies at Sou them Coastal. 'We would hope
that 13-and ]4-year-olds are abstinent. But if they
are sexually active they can come in here and get
condoms. Some of them are sexually active and
those are the ones we have to worry about."

"Kids are definitely having sex ... "
Patrick Dunn, a member of Outright, a Portland-based support group for gay, lesbian and
bisexual youth up to age 22, said that most of the
people in the support group are high school jun-

iors and seniors but that the group has had
members as young as 15. About eighth graders,
Dunn said "kids are definitely having sex at that
age ... I know people that have been having sex
since they were nine, And I know heterosexuals
and homosexuals that have been having sex since
they were]3 and 14."
Willy Willette is the AlDS prevention educator
who plies the streets of Portland and other Maine
cities with his red knapsack filled with condoms
and bleach (used to clean syringes used by intravenous drug users). "I pass out condoms to a lot
of teenagers," said Willette. "We have to comeout
of the closet and realize that teen-agersare having
sex and they need to learn about safer sex."
ButKlain won't apply what Willette sees in the
streets to what he sees in hisschool'shallways. "If
you look at most communities in the State of
Maine then you would find that they were more
conservative than the people that are 'in the business: so to speak."
People "in the business," meanwhile, see the
price of not using condoms. Cummings-lawrence is familiar with two 14-year-oldS in Maine
who tested positive for the HIV virus associated
with AIDS. In both cases the virus was sexually
transmitted.
According to DianeElze, presidentoftheMaine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance, one in seven sexually active teens picks up a sexually transmitted
disease. Elze added that the number of teenaged
AlDS cases arc doubling each year, and that teens
are more likely to get AIDS from heterosexual
con tact than adults are,
Along with these unwanted diseases are
unwanted pregnancies. According to Kelleher at
Southern Coastal Family Planning, 10 Gorham
teens gave birth while another 21 had abortions in
]988, Altogether, there were nearly 3,000 teenaged pregnancies in Maine last year; 36 percent of
those were terminated by abortion.

Booted from Portland City Hall
On AprilS, prompted by the condom incident,
the City of Portland kicked Cummings-La wrence
out of theofficeit had let heruse for four and a half
years. Cummings-Lawrence was paid by the state
and furnished with the office in return for services
she provided to the city heal thdepartment. namely
testing PortJanders for AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases and counselling victims of
the diseases.
State Bureau of Health Director Dr. Lani Graham said that Cummings-Lawrence getting
booted "was a request by the host agency (Portland health department) and we are honOring
that request." Graham said that CummingsLawrence made "a small error in judgement" by
handing out the condoms. "/ think she is a good
STD educator, but in this particular case, there
was some confusion over what the school expected and the actual presenta tion." Graham
expects to find Cummings-Lawrence a new office
soon and to deyise a written policy on condom
distribution by state employees.
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
condemned the city and state actions at an April
9 press conference held at the AIDS Project.
Diane Elze said Cummings-Lawrence's eviction "sends a chilling message to health and sexualityeducators throughout the state: if you dare to
hand out condoms to young people, bad things
wIll happen to you. This message cannot be tolerated _.
"Teens will not die, nor will they nlll to have
sex, if we hand them a condom, show them how
to open up the package, give thema chance to see
what it looks like and feels like. But they may die
If we don't," concluded Elze.
Annie Lunt of the Maine chapter of the National Orgamzation of Women said that her group
supports Cummings-Lawrence, who "did a brave
and responsible act. by handing out condoms
(and) preventing the AIDS epidemic."
Cummings-Lawrence said that she's had phone
calls of support from co-workers, culleagues,
friends and even a Gorham parent. While Klain
busies himself apologizing to Gorham parents
and setting the record straight, Cummings-lawrence said tha t she has no intention of making
apologies because she does not regret what she
did.
"The important overriding concern," she said,
"is that some eighth graders are sexually active or
they're going to be sexually active soon. And they
have a right to learn best ho~ to save their own
lives."
Andy Newmtln
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When You See
This Label...

It means the Highest
Quality Down
Comforters, Pillows and
other Products
."At

30-40% Off

Already Low ractory
Direct Prices On
Comfoners while
supplies last.

VA
~ VA
VA
VOOM.
Only at Liza's,

You Can

Afford

The Best!

FACTORY
STORE

Opens Wednesday,
APril 25th.

•

An Authentic
European
Down Shop

6 Mill SL
Freeport, Maine

Late Night Lounge 27 Forest Ave.

On the South Side of the
Villa/le Center Parking Area

W(Th 5-1am Fr/Sa 5-3am
next to 20012

865-1713
FOURNIER'S OLYMPIC KARATE CENTER
5 Bishop St., Portland (at Morrill's Corn

• Call 797-9000

Karate Develops an "I Can" Attitude

$9.95 SPECIAL
3 1{2 hour trial classes
p

Also 6 month special for $220
Develop Confidence and Self Esteem

5
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Earth Day 1990
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Spoken Here!

Digging ourselves out of the hype
! asked a friend in Chicago what be reminded thattheenvironmentis
she wasdoing for Earth Day and she still an issue. Duringthe last 20 years
responded,"Huh,EarthDay?!guess of rampant materialism and develI'll try to find a tree somewhere."
opment, things have gotten worse,
Herein Portland, we're more for- not better.
tunate. There's a lot less concrete
The environment is chic again .
between us and the Earth. Butthere's What are you going to do?
.
just as much hype.
The buzz of activity surroundmg
Although we will be buried by Earth Day 1990 ranges from pledgthe Earth Day hype over the next ing that you'll live in an environcouple of weeks, it is still possible to mentally correct way to learrung
dig ourselves out and celebrate the more about the issues. You can take
Earth.
a trip into the country or sit at home
Earth Day was first celebrated 20 and catch Earth Day updates on teleyears ago, when Wisconsin Senator vision. There will be both civic and
Gaylord Nelson conceived of a day spiritual celebrations. Some people
to celebrate the Earth and educate are not celebrating at all.
Americans that the environment is
Earth First!, a group which has
an issue. Some good carne of it. The celebrated theenvironmentalistJohn
Clean Airand Oean Water acts were Muir's April 21 birthday for years, is
passed and the U.s. Environmental calling April 22 the "Day of CorpoProtection Agency was formed . rate Absolution" and encouragmg
Earth Day 1970 was lauded as the people to celebrate the day before
beginning of the environmental and the day after.
movement.
Whatever you do, do something .
But during the last two decad~s, Get outside, get involved. Find your
environmentalists were thrown m own tree and stick with it after the
the stew with the other "anachro- hoopla is over.
nisms" from the '60s. Now Ameri- .
Ann S,tomer
cans need another kick in the butt to

..
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Have a
FREE CROISSANT with your
afternoon coffee - after 1pm

c::/J Baguettes
'-7
~~a~ •

only 7S~

•

GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&ESTATE JEWELRY
Tues. - Sat 11 -5

'S CHURCH BAKERY

26 MILK STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04 101
Z07 - 774-8994

366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE

.~1·~

I

BIG

~.OO"8

146 Ocean Sl., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy books, too.

15
BACK! . .
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Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM· 1 PM

WPKM

WE HAVE EXACTLY
WHAT YOU NEED!

rOR TLAt\[)'S CLASSICAL RADIO

Stop in for a few minutes
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

• • •

FM 106.3

Sponsored By: Mlchelob • Michael's Restaurnnt • Casco Bay CounlI)' Store· Bosal Fabrics
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To All Our Customers ~ '1111
As many of you may know CycleMania's
,S 1
building was destroyed by fire on April 9.
.
At this time, we are assessing the damages and planning to
, III]
relocate. We apologize for any inconvenience and ask for your
( ., J
patience and understanding.
(_ J
look to future ads for information as to our whereabouts.
, -1
Thanks"
1111
Eddie, Dave and Tim t-)
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For bike inquiries, [lID I
please write
(_ I
PO Box 7339 DTS
[lID)
Portland,ME04112 Cel

_ _
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Ok, so what IS the Good Egg Pizzeria?

A Friendly Place in an Unfriendly World
serving Alberta's Famous SOl'rdough
Crust Pizza with some Extraordinary and
Wonderful toppings and combinations ..... .
FRESH TOMATOES • HERBS • SOY CHEESE • BROCCOLI •
PROSCIUTTO • SMOKED HAM & PEPPERONI • EGGPLANT ~
THE GREEK spinich, fresh tomatoes, greek olives, feta, olive off
• THE ITALIAN artichoke hearts, pistachio -bas il pesto, fresh
tomatoes, provalone, herbs · THAI-STYLE hot thai curry sauce,
fresh vegetables, soy cheese, herbs· FRENCH STYLE. sweet

caramelized onion, fresh tomatoes and hazelnuts, olwe o~l
dressing • THREE CHEESE blue, cheddar, provalone with fresh
tomatoes .. _ The options are limitless. Just ask.

4<1 y

Bird Watch at Capisic Pond Meetat
the entrance to the parl< on Caplslc
Street at 7:30 a.m. (Donna Williams ,
772-3695)
Canoe Trip symboliZing access to the
City'S shore within the Shoreway Access
Plan. Presumpscot to the mouth of the
Fore River on Casco Bay , along the
shore to East End Beach, Thompson's
Point to the Fore River at Stroudwater
Crossing. Trip begins at 8 am. Canoeists are encouraged to pick up trash
along the way. EXperienced canoetsts
only. (Barb Krause, 772-1941)
P.rk St....t Nelghbolflood CI ••n
Up Meet at 9 a.m. Cumberland Club
parking lot on Parl< Street between
Congress and Spong. (Pam Plumb, 7722580)

Portl.nd W_t Clean Up Meet at 9
a.m. at the Portland West office, 155
Brackett St. (Suzanne Hunl, 775-0105)
Bext.,Woods CI_n Up Meet at9:30
a.m. at the parl< entrance off Stevens
Avenue. (Joanna Hart 773-4046)
PI. . . .nt St...t Nelghbolflood
CI•• n Up Meet at the Pleasant Street
Playground at 9:30 a.m.
W ••t.m Cemet.ry CI•• n Up Meet
at the cemelety at 10 a.m. (Nan Miller,
773-2130)
Stroudw.t.r CI•• n Up (Blyan Beck,
774-&329)
Park.de CI•• n Up (Ken Lord, 7748473)
Open Space D.y Ceremony Mayor
Esther Clenon opens theceremonoes at
1. 15 p.m. at Stroudwaler Baptist Church.
A boat shuttle will take people to the
Fore River Sancruary
Nature Walks .t the Fore Riv.r
S.nctuary Guided tours along two
miles of trails from 1.30-2:30 p.m. Parking IS ava~able at the Stroudwater Baptist Church.
T .... Boycott D_t.rtion on
~ter Blvd. near the Forest Avenue
Shop 'N Save 9 a.m.-6p.m. (Karen
Tucker, 774-4599)
Where Have All The Dolphins Gone
48-mlnute documentary film narrated by
George S. Scott focuses on the dolphin
slaughter and the failure of the Manne
Fisheries Service, Congress and the
tuna industry to solve the proble,:,
Shown continuously 10 a.m.-7p.m. In
the Amphitheater, Campus Center, USM
Ponland (Karen Tucker, 774-4599)
E.rth D.y G.th.ring at U1e Governor's Mansion in Augusta. Representatives from various enVIronmental and
political groups will speak at 1 p.m. Short
speeches and musIc. After presentations, participants (that's everybody) Will
be asked to share their ideas and make
proposals on how to save what's left of
our habitat. (Emily Whitman, 874-6597)
M.de In M.lne Subjects addressed Include composting at Woods End Research Laboratory in Mt. Vernon,
oceanographic research at Bigelow
Laboratory for Ocean Sciences in Boothbay, and the Clean Air Corp. in Bangor..
Airs at 7 p.m. on WeBB, channel 10.

Toilet Tank Displace.,. Friends of
Casco Bay will be handing out 10.000
loilel tank dlsplacers 11 a.m.-4 p.m. In
the parking 101 behind City Hall on Cumbertand Avenue. The displacers help
conserve water and are free 10 anyone
who wants one.
Environmental Legislation: Pro....
Ise or Problem Are our laws are promoting the type of leadership needed to
meet environmental challenges. Presented by John Walker, former director
of Greater Ponland CounCil of Governments, 10-10:55 a.m. in the Moot Classroom, UniverSity of Maine Law School.
(Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
L.nd U•••nd W.ter Quality: The
L1nk.ge Karin Tilberg, staff attorney
for Maine Audubon, discusses waste
management. what's behind the pipe.
non point pollution and growth manage·
ment, 11 - 11 :55 a.m. in the Mool Classroom, UniverSity of Maine Law School.
(Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
Damming M.ine Rlv_ Charles S.
Colgan, dept. of public policy and management at USM, examines costs ~d
benefits water quality, 11 -11 :55 am. In
Campus Center Room B at USM Portland. (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
The Wonder of W.ter: A L_k at
the Hydrologic Cycle Hydrologist
Katheme Bither explains how water is
constandy reused and how pollution destroysourgroundwater supply, t 2-12:55
pm , in Campus Cenler Room B. USM
Pot1and. (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
Vol ... t_rCitizen Monitoring Proj.
acts Esperanza Stanicoff discusses
how CItizens can work together to close
the knowledge gap about polluted waters near home, 12·1255 p.m. Campus
Center Room C, USM Portland. (Terry
Crawford. 767-4120)
W.ter Pollution: The Regulatory
Framework Rosemary Monahan, researcher for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency , examines how to
tackle the regional pollution siruation
uSing the existing framework. 1-1 :55
p m. Campus Center Room B, USM
Ponland (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
Intem.tional Efforts to Sust.in
the Gulf of Maine Melissa Watennan
of the coastal program of the Maine
Stale Planning Office examines the
genesIs of regionalism and ;egulation
and regulation in the Gulf of Maine manne
environmen~ 1-1 :55 p.m. in Campus
Center Room C, USM Ponland. (Terry
Crawford,767-412O)
TroubledW.terofCasco Bay Peter
Shelley, attomey for the Conservation
Law Foundation, reviews Casco Bay
case study and the Conservation Law
Foundation's prescription . 2-2:55 p.m.,
Campus Center Room B, USM Portland. (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
Reducing Pointless Pollution In
Your Home and Neighborhood
Flis Schauffler, Coastal Program of
Maine State Planning Office, introduces
·Watershed; a new primer on fighting
nonpoint pollution at home, 3.,'3:55 p.m.
Campus Center Room B, USM Portland. (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
E _ I c . n d Environmental P .....
spectlve of Shellfish as _ I~
Chris Heinig examines crop surveys, nonpoint pollution and economic
loss, 3:30-4 :25 p.m. Campus Center
Room A, USM Portland.

dust"

Hydrology in Maine: Its Impact on Environmental Activists: Groups
Pre"E.rth Day Special A look back at
Landfill SIting Ed Bradley. hydrolowith .n Inland Focus on ·Earth
G
the original Earth Day and a preview of
gist with the Maine Waste Agency,
News and Views" at 7 p.m. on WMPG
I
Earth Day 1990 with hostDennis Weaver
explains Ihe prob ems with siting a landfill
radio , 90.9. Guests Include Sarsa Conairs at 7 p.m. on WGME , channel 13.
due to wetlands and Aquifers , 7-7:55
ley, president of the Maine Group Sierra Hard Rock Cafe: Save the Planet
p.m. Campus Center Room C, USM
Club; Brownie Carson. ex. director of
Rock and comedy stars perfonn a con
Ponland. (Terry Crawford, 767-4120)
the National Resource Council of Maine;
cert 10 raise awareness about Earth
Ancient Forest Rescue Expediand Joan Irish, Congress of Maine Lakes
Day Airs 11 :30 p.m.- 12:30 a.m. on
tion A 20-fool-Iong trunk of a Douglas
Associalion.
WGME, channel 13.
Fir, which was more Ihan 700 years old
when loggers felled it from Washington 's Olympic National Forest, is arriving on a flatbed truck to educate the
N
public about the destruction of America's old growlh forests. Currently "The
Big One" is on its way to Washington,
DC. for Earth Day. Today it will be
parl<edon the Brunswick Mall, from about
t~QrlSp ••
cJ~y
11 a.m. on. There will be exhibits and
F
perfonnances on going Slide show at Nuclear Power in New England
Recycling Day Collection of recyclable
7:30 p.m in Beam Classroom, Visual
and Seabrook Paul Gunter. cogoods 9 a.m.-3 p.m. at the International
Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunfounder of The Clamshell Alliance,
Ferry Tenninal, Commercial St, PortSWick. (Bowdoin Events Office, 725shows a half-hour Greenpeace film
land Glass and plastic containers,
3151)
·Breaking The Nuclear Chain" at 10
newspapre. corrugated cardbord, clothTaking Action on Water Pollution
a.m, Campus Center Room B, USM
ing, books and magazines .
on "Earth News and Views" at 7 p.m. on
Ponland. (Student Activities, 780-4090)
WMPG radiO, 90.9. Guesls include Natural Remediation for Cont.mi • Maine Audubon Cruise of Casco
Bay Opportunity to learn more about
Orlando Delogu, University of Maine
nated Land EnVIronmental engineer
the bay's ecology and hislory. ParticiLaw School, Flis Schauffler, MaineState
Steve Salter discusses new techniques
pants will search for sea birds and maPlanning Office; Ron Dyer, Maine Dept
for clean up an dcooperatlon among
rine animals. The trip departs from Long
of EnVironmental Protection; and Amy
parties at 11 a.m., Campus Center Room
Wharf in Portland at 10 a.m. Cost is $15
McDonald, Presumpscol River Watch
C, USM Ponland. (Studenl Activilies,
for Maine Audubon members, $18 for
Profit The Earth Documentary dem780-4090)
nonmembers. Space is limited; for resonstrates how big bUSiness can suc- Global Energy Issues: The Big Pic.
ervations caIl 781-2330.
cessfully introduce environmentally safe
ture DaVid Moskovitz, former P.U.C. Love Bead Ball Broken Men and The
practices In their bUSinesses. Show airs
commiSSioner, speaks at 12 noon,
Walkers perform a benefit concert to
at 8 p.m. on WCBB, channel 10.
Campus Cenrer Room C, USM Portdefray costs of USM Earth Day at 8 p m
The Life and Times of David
land. (Student Activities. 780-4090)
in the Gymnasium USM Portland '60s
Brower Profile on Browcr who helped Air Pollution, Global Atmospheric
attire encouraged AdmiSSion IS $5.
established several 01 Americas na
Change and Sea Level Rise Mi- Nature as Measure, and the Meas..
tlonal parks and who was a director of
chael Hamilton, professor at USM dept
ure of Humanity Wes Jackson , presIboth the Sierra Club and Friends of the
of political science , speaks at 1 pm .
dent of The Land Institute and author of
Earth AirS at 9 p m on WCBB channel
Campus CenlerRoom B, USM Portland
·New ROOls for Agriculture," speaks at
10.
(Student ACtlVllles. 780-4090)
11 a.m. In Kresge Auditorium , Visual
The Air We Breathe Documenlary Land Transportation Strategies
Arts Center, BowdOin College , Brun
and panel diSCUSSion which explores
Richard Wiggins, senior transportation
SWick. (725-3151)
the three facets of global air pollution
planner Greater Portland Council of Gov- Clean Water Conference - Proozone, acid rain and global warming
ernmenls. speaks al 1 p.m., Campus
tecting Sebago's Resources
Show airs at9 pm. on MPBNtelevlslon
Center Room C, USM Portland. (Stu
BUSiness, community and environmental
channel 26.
dent ACtiVities. 780-4090)
leaders will give presentations and serve
Alternative Transportation to Bos•
on panels to discuss development and
ton Russell Spinney. deputy commls
growth of Sebago Lake, balanced recsionerofthe Maine DepartmentofTransreallonallake uses, lights and responsIportation, speaks at 2 p.m .. Campus
bilities of group and people uSing the
Center Room B, USM Portland. (Stulake, and the lake's history Conference
dent Activtttes, 780-4090)
is held 8:30 a m.-4 pm. at Saint JoHome Energy Conservation Mark
seph's College. Siandish AdmiSSion is
Ramsey , sUpervlsorofCMP's Commertree and seminar IS open to the general
cial and Residential Services. speaks at
publtc (Lynn Bushnell al 892·6766 ext
3 p.m., Campus Center Room C, USM
713)
SubUrbia: The Ultimate EnvironPortland. (Student Actlvllies. 780-4090) Global Alert: The Ozone Pollution
mental Issue Mark Eyennan, presi- Radioactive Waste and Maine Mana
Crisis Publishing party for the book by
dent of Market DeciSions Inc of Port
Holt, Maine State Rep speaks at 5 p m.
Jack Fishman and Bob Kaltsh. Plenum
land. speaks at 1030 a.m Campus
in Campus Center Amphitheater, USM
Books/New Yorl<, sponsored by Gulf of
Center Room C. USM Portland. (StuPortland (Srudent ActiVities. 780-4090)
Maine Books at 730 pm at the Maine
dent Activities, 780-4090)
E.rth and Art Beth DeWolfe gives a
Writers and Publishers Alliance, 19
Composting and Organic Garden.
gallery talk on how the Earth has been
mason St, BrunSWick Bob Kalish wiIl
ing Larry Homan, USM landscaping
depicted and interpreted by artlsts at
be present to autograph copies of the
and grounds keeper, speaks at 11:30
5:15 p.m. atthe Portland Museum of Art,
book unll19 p m. MUSIC and danCing With
am., Campus Center Room C, USM
Seven Congress Square, Portland. (775the Ozone Holes Band toIlows.
Portland (Student Activities, 78Q..4090)
6148)
SCOTS: Standish Citizens 0p- Maine's Solid Waste Strategy Environmental Activists: Groups
That Aren't Considered Envlro~
posed to Toxic Sludge Dons
Sherry Huber, executive director of the
mental on ·Earth News and Views· at
Lymberger discusses Ihe coalition, Ihe
Maine Waste Managemenl Agency,
7 p.rn on WMPG radio, 90.9. Guesl
GTE waste lagoon and its threal to local
speaks at 7 P m. in the Campus Center
Include Carol Fritz, Grealer Portland
water supplies at 12 p.m., Campus
Amphithealer, USM Portland. (SbJOOnt
League of Women Voters, Doug Babkirl<
Center Room B, USM Portland. (StuActiVities, 78Q..4090)
and Kathy Shaw, University of Maine
dent Activities, 780-4090)
Environmental Activist.: Groups
Cooperative ExtenSion, and Tom Ewell,
Pesticide Application: The Biowith a Co.stal Marine Focus on
Maine Council of Churches.
c .....ic.1 and Legal Risks Tybe
"Earth News and Views" at 7 pm on
Brett, professor althe University of Maine
WMPG radio, 90.9 Guests include Jeff
School of Law, speaks at 12.30 p.m.,
Sandler, Gulf of Maine Educators AsCameus Center Room C. USM PortSOC., Jean Dyer, Casco Bay Island
land. (SbJdent Activities, 78Q..4090)
Development ASSociation; and Don
Wolf Neck Fann: Successful 0....
Perkins, Friends of Casco Bay.
ganic Agriculture Charles Degrandpe gives a slide presentation om
the fann at 1 pm, Campus Cenler
Room B, USM Portland (StudentActlvlties. 780-4090)
Sunrise Service on Munjoy Hill
Backyard Composling Gus Root
explains compostlng at 2 p.m , Campus
530 a m Rainbow Weaver of the Seneca Indian Nation will honorthe "HeartCenler Room B, USM Portland. (Student Activities, 780-4090)
beat of Mother Earth " from dawn to
dusk
For Export Only: Pesticides Film
Recycling Sherry Huber speaks on
exposes many banned and restncted
Chris Flavin of Worldwatch Inrecycling at 12 noon at the First Pansh
compounds still produced In the U.S for
stitute speaks at 9 am In the State of
Church, 425 Congress St
export. 7 p.m., Campus Cenler Room A,
Maine Room In City Hall
USM Portland. (Student ActiVities, 780 Setting Up an Office Recycling Eco-Fair Booths, artisls, kite shop. chil4090)
dren's tent and more 1-5p.m. at Deenng
System Mike Fenton, William
Oaks Park.
Out in Left Field Weekly local news
Goodman and Sons. speaks at 11 a.m .
and issues talk show looks at recycling
Schoonerfare Concert 5 p rn at King
Campus Cenler Room A, USM PortMiddle School, Deering Ave
at 7 pm on WMPG radiO, 90 .9
land (Student AClivlties, 780-4090)
Native American Sunrise Service
Land for Maine's Future Lissa Wldoff
at5 :30a m at Maine Audubon's Giisland
of the Maine State Planning OHice
Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth . GUided
speaks at 11 am. , Campus Center
nature walks . tree planting ceremony,
Room B, USM Portfand (SludentActivibaIloon rides beginning at 9:30 am
ties, 780-4090)
(781 -2330)
Maine NUClear Power and Waste
Treasures of Mast Landing Maine
Issues Robert Muldaver, Maine NuAudubon Society offers activities for
clear Referendum Committee, speaks
adults and children at its Mast Landing
at 11 a.m .. Campus Center Room C,
Sanctuary in Freeport. Scavenger hunt
USM Portland. (Student Activities , 780
leads to the unique narural and cultural
WOI'kplace Audit. and R";'ycling
4090)
features of the sanctual) . VIsitors can
in the Office Information from the RWS Recycling Plans Carol Eisenalso dislribute recycled wood chips on
NatIOn Earth Day committe on how to
berg discusses plans for the 20 member
the trails. Activities are planned from 10
save energy, water. discover toxic sub
towns at 1 p.m., Campus Center Room
a.m.-2 p.m. (781-2330).
stances and recycle in the workplace
A, USM Ponland. (Student Activities,
S.bago Region E.rth Day Cel..
For information, call 772-2001.
780-4090)
bratlon at Saint Joseph's College,
M.ine'. Energy Issue• •nd Policy Earth and Art See Apnl 19. 12:30 p.m.
Standish. Celebration feabJres EachJohn Flumerfelt, senior energy poltcy
at the Portland Museum of Art, Seven
ins from 1-3 p.m. Earthball, puppet
analyst Maine State Planning Office,
Congress Square, Portland. (775-6148)
shows, tree planting, exhibits and more.
speaks at 10 a.m., Moot Courtroom, Traditional Sioux Hoop D.ncing
starting at 10 a.m. (Lynn Bushell, 892UniverSity of Maine Law School.
See Calendar.
6766 ext. 713)
Energy Efficient ReSidential Co~ Environmental Activists: Gro....
Setting the New Environment.1
.truction Techniques Howard
with Programs for the Public on
Agenda on "Earth News and Views· at
Faulkner, professor USM dept of tech"Earth News and Views~ at 7 p.m. on
7 p.m. on WMPG radio. 90.9. Ann Hanology, speaks at 10 a.m. Room 113
WMPG radio, 90.9. Guests include Paul
yden of the Maine State Planning Office
Maslerton Hall, USM Portland.
Carter, Lightship Nantucke~ Alan Lishis the guest.
Tropical R.lnforest: Why Are They
ness, Gu~of Maine Aquarium; and Tom
Aft.r It'. Over Re-cap of local Earth
So Import.nt? Highlights of issues
Urquhart, Maine Audubon Society.
Day events at 8 p.m.; re-cap of national
covered In last October's Rain Forest
Alternative Energy Sources Tour events at 11 :30 p.m. on WGME. chanConference at 7 p.m., Campus Center,
of Maine Audubon Society's Energy
ne113.
Rooms B&C, USM Portland.
House 12-1 p.m at Gilsfand Farm ,
Falmouth . (781 -2330)
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TAKE A 60 MINUTE VACATION!
immerse yourself in our

FLOATATION TANK

t,tt-,'.",

,

SWITCHING TO COMPACT DISC?
Sound Alternatives, Portland's newest music store
wants to make the switch easier. We'll pay you $ for
those o ld albums and tapes. And we offer you a
great selection of low priced CDs .

IN CELEBRATION OF EARTH DAY

Robert Bateman • The Air, the Forest and the Watch
A spcc i;11 nmc· llffittcJ edit ion rnnt in oh..ervancc o( Earrh Day 1990_
Proceed, will go ro the Natlo,,"l Wildhfe Fedcrawm
Order deadline is Earth Day, April 22, 1990.

,~ liTHE
PINE TREE SHOP and BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 M~rket St. • Portland, Maine . 773-3007

N 0

INITIATION

FEE••• EVER!

Portland

HEALTH
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

~get

Talking
Personal.

7

8
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Casco Bay Weekly

SEABROOK
STRUGGLE

Union Station
Fitness DeDot

Continued from front page

;

,

The Total Health and FitnessCenter

\

'

First Atlantic Building. 222 St. John St.

879 .. 9114

April is Tax Month
-Get a Return
on Your Health!
-Take a Health Break!

!

,I

TAX YOUR

BICEPS
NOT YOUR

POCKETBOOK

Take a $15 DEDUCTION on a 3 month
iVIII
membership when you join NOW (only $65) ..... iQI
Check out the best tanning
iVlI
prices in town (12 tans for $30) ............................ Q.I

KI

Open Seven Days a Week .................................

,f

,.

,.
I

BUY One Sandwich or Salad
GET 2nd Sandwich or Salad

I

,!

/.

lof equal or lesser value)

I

AT HALF PRICE

I'
\

Not good on deliveries • 1 Coupon per person per day

•

!

BOlfmAlT

SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS
':;t Healthy Alternative"

i

. ..

I: ..................................................
416 Fore St.• Open 7 am - 7 pm • 774-4342:
--- .. --- .. ---

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
m;m:~m@;F@ln! Jim

Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Port-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspecti ve on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accura te
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

1J·3'/r1J ~ I
Portland's Newsrralk Station

Seabrook is running. But the NRC badly
butchered its own licensing process in order to
get Seabrook on line. As a result, nuclear
opponents have finally succeeded in enlisting a
powerful core of Congressional allies, and may
now be en route to cracking the impenetrable
walls of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. If
that happens, Seabrook and its 110 Sibling
reactors may not be operating long.

Changing the rules
Only three of the five Nuclear Regulatory
Commissioners actually voted on the Seabrook
license.
Commissioners Forrest J. Remick and James
R. Curtiss had previously excused themselves
because they had dealings on Seabrook prior to
joining the commission's top board. And a
third, who did vote, is suspected of having had
direct dealings with former New Hampshire
governor John Sununu on Seabrook in the early
1980s. Now Bush's chief of staff, Sununu has
been the reactor's chief guardian throughout
the decade. Should a smoking gun materialize
in the next several years, the industry would
endure the nuclear equivalent of Iran-contra.
Thus the license was approved by a bare
quorum - who committed stunning reversals of
its own procedural rules that left even supporters of the plant gasping.
To begin with, the commission never recei ved an evacuation plan from the state of
Massachusetts. After the 1979 accident at Three
Mile Island, Congress mandated that every
licensed reactor have plans in place for removing the local populace in case of a meltdown.
After the 1986 disaster at Chernobyl, Massachusetts governor Michael Dukakis decided it
would be impossible to evacuate the towns in
his state which were within the mandated 10mile radius from the plant. So he refused to
submit an evacuation plan.
That could have ended the licensing process
right there. But the NRC ruled that in the
absence of plans from an affected state, the
utility companies themselves could draft and
put in place certifiable evacuation plans.
Seabrook was not the only reactor affected
by the NRC's move. Ohio's Governor Richard
Celeste attempted to rescind evacuation plans
for the Perry reactor near Cleveland, but in late
1986 the NRC licensed the plant anyway. New
York's Shoreham reactor was also licensed over
angry state objections.
But at Seabrook the commissioners went
even further. In 1986, when the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) concluded
Seabrook's own evacuation plans were inadequate, the NRC pressured FEMA to change its
decision. When a key FEMA official refused to
budge, he was demoted.
And in November 1989, when the NRC's awn
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board
ruled the Seabrook evacuation plan was inadequate on four counts, a lower NRC panel
overruled its own appeals board and discarded
the objections. The commissioners then announced that the new decision would not be
reconsidered.

Kostrnayer opened the hearings by listing
seven major incidents where the NRC changed
or ignored its own rules to accommodate the
Seabrook license. "Much as Dr. Frankenstein
gave up his own humanity to breathe life into
his monster," added Kostrnayer, "so the NRC
has compromised its duty to protect the safety
of the citizens around the Seabrook facility and
around our nation."
But the hearing's real fireworks carne when
Rep. Ed Markey (D-MA) cross-examined NRC
Commissioner Carr.
Carr admitted he had never actually visited
the Seabrook site, and that he had never read a
key series of investigative papers on the plant's
construction. In an angry exchange, Carr asserted "there was no need" for him to familiarize himself with independent, utility-funded
reports which found numerous serious flaws in
Seabrook's design and construction.
Markey demanded to know how Carr could
have licensed the plant without having read
those documents. Carr replied that his staff was
familiar with them, and that the documents
were on file with the NRC "should I have need
to consult them."
Markey's concerns were later repeated by
consumer advocate Ralph Nader, who charged
that the "unesteemed commissioner of the
NRC" didn't know enough about Seabrook to
license it.

A special case

A major factor behind Kostmayer's decision
to hold hearings is a two-year behind-thescenes investigation that uncovered serious
safety problems alleged by some 200 former
Seabrook plant workers.
The investigation began when Seabrook
opponent Sharon Tracy began hearing widespread reports of rampant drug and alcohol
abuse, falsification of documents, shoddy
workmanship and counterfeit parts at Seabrook. "[ had guys telling me they worked on
key welds while under the influence of LSD,"
Tracy says. "They told me the acid made the
colors really far out."
What the hallucinogens did for the quality of
the welding may be impossible to trace, due to
widespread falsification of documents. A
reactor Seabrook's size can be held together
with 20,000 welds or more, nearly all of which
have to be checked and certified by X-ray. One
former plant worker after another told Tracy of
faulty welding and falsification of inspection
documents, a scandal already given confirmation by the earlier felony conviction of a plant
inspector named James Padavano for precisely
that offense.
To help document such problems, Tracy
hired a former NRC inspector named W. Scott
Schum to debrief the whistleblowers and scour
plant construction documents. Schum's $80,000
investigation yielded a 7S0-page document
indicating enough serious internal construction
problems to warrant years of delay.
Related reports showed that when the NRC
discovered that the utility had used weak
components in key slots throughout the plant, it
simply lowered its standards to make the
substitutes passable. Reactor coolant pump supports were improperly installed. Critical welds
were done improperly. There may also be
problems wi th a crucial residual heat removal
system within the plant.
Most importantly, the entire required process
of checking the quality of work at Seabrook was
in question. Such break-downs in "quality
No need to visit
control / quali ty assurance" inspection ha ve
The commission's astonishing dismissal of its proven fatal at several other major reactor
own judicial process infuriated a broader cross- projects, including Ohio's Zimmer reactor,
section of Congress than any other act in NRC
which was cancelled when 97 percent complete.
history. That fury surfaced in March, at a
Without documentation that the key compohearing before Rep. Peter Kostrnayer's (D-PA)
nents of a plant have been properly inspected,
Subcommittee on OverSight and Investigations
no reactor is supposed to operate. Schum added
of the Hou~ Interior Committee.
that Seabrook got "kid glove" treatment from
Kostrnayer had engaged in a long, acrid
the NRC, being dealt with as a "special case"
correspondence with NRC Chairman Kenneth
and sailing by normal paperwork requirements.
Carr over the Seabrook license. Carr repeatedly
Schum's report was personally delivered to
refused to answer Kostrnayer's questions about the NRC by Massachusetts Congressman Nick
flaws in construction and evacuation planning.
Mavroules in early January. But the NRC
The March 14 hearing was called to get some
dismissed the study and the new evidence of
basic information.
document falsification out of hand, further
But it quickly turned into a larger debate
angering its Congressional critics.
over nuclear power and what Kostrnayer and
"I used to work for the commission," Schum
others charged was the willingness of the NRC
says, "and I could not have passed off these
to change its licensing procedures to accommo- matters in the same way they did."
date the needs ofthe nuclear industry.
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Radios and radiation
Meanwhile, nearby New Hampshire
resident has taped radio transmissions corning
out of the Seabrook control room for nearly a
year. It is officially considered a serious breach
of plant safety for anyone not on plan.t staff to
monitor or break into these transmiSSIOns.
But in January, Fred Anderson, who lives
eight miles from the plant, produced tapes that
showed at least one outsider had broken mto
the plant's frequency. Tape transcriptions also
revealed discussions of certain plant personnel
coming to work while intoxicated.
The embarrassed NRC subpoenaed the
tapes, then spent $18,000 and several weeks
transcribing and inspecting a small segment of
the tapes. Though the commissioners admitted
they had not listened to all the tapes, they
deemed their contents insufficient to halt the
license.
The NRC also passed over a seriously
deficient operating history at Seabrook. According to reports gathered by the office of Congressman Markey, NRC inspectors ~a~pened
upon a serious malfunction while vlsltmg the
Seabrook control room last summer. An NRC
official ordered the reactor shut down, but plant
operators failed to respond. A confrontation
erupted, during which the chief NRC Inspector
apparently shook a plant operator by the. .
shoulders. Both the utility and the CommiSSIOn
deny the confrontation took place. But the
utility was ultimately fined $50,000 and one of
its top vice presidents, George Thomas, was
forced to resign.
Perhaps most seriously of all, on December
19,1989, the National Academy of Sciences
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation (BEIR) issued its fifth major study on
the health effects of radia tion exposure in the
past 35 years. The committce is the single most
prestigious group studying the problem, and Its
findings are widely accepted in the SCientific
community as being the standard-setter.
.
BEIR V concluded that radiation exposure IS
three to four times deadlier than previously
believed. Since its previous report had bCen
used to set emissions standards at plants like
Seabrook, the potential regulatory effects are
devasta ting.
Robert Alvarez, one of the nation's leading
experts on radiation exposure, and a top aide to
Senator Glenn, says Seabrook's standards for
radiation exposure levels to the nearby public
may meet the BEIR V requirements, but that the
standards for workers inside the plant are
definitely insufficient.

New whistleblowers
By all accounts, it will take plant operators at
least 90 days to get the plant up to full speed.
For thousands of seacoast residents, that
specter seems a short step away from the
Apocalypse. Polls show 90 of the ~opleyving
within 10 miles of the core oppose Its gomg to
full power.
.
"This is a sad day for New Hampshire, for all
of us," said Sandy Gavutis, a nearby New
Hampshire resident and executive director of
the anti-nuclear Seabrook Emergency Committee. "If the NRC can justify opening this plant,
, they can justify opening a plant just about
anywhere."
And while Seabrook's owners are now free
to fire up the reactor, the full court has yet to
hear the intervenors' case. The case is now on
appeal in the federal Circuit Court of Appeals
In Washington, with a trial date expected m
September. Since the March 1 issuance of the
full-power license, key whistleblowers have
corne forward with a wide range of new
assertions about problems in plant construction,
only a few of which were raised at the Kostmayer hearing.
Given the political climate in New England
) and the torrent of anti-NRC sentiment that has
arisen on Capitol Hill and around the country,
the only thing that seems safe to say about
, Seabrook Station is that its stormy history is far
from over.

Harvey Wasserman has been writing on nuclear issues
since 1973. He is author of "Harvey Wasserman's History
of the United States."

Protest at Seabrook, 1989.
WHAf MAK~5 1HEeAS1'6R B UNNY ~O HAPPY?

Nuke rebuke
Seabrook has already had an
enormous impact on the future of
energy generation on this planet.
When arrests first began there in
1976, nuclear power was an obscure
environmentalist issue. A thousand
reactors were planned for the U.S. by
the year 2000, or 20 per state.
But the nuclear option has been
leveled worldwide, due in part to
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, in
part to economic forces, and in part to
the storm of protests that spread
worldwide from Seabrook over the
past 15 years.
Only four reactors remain in the
pipeline in the United States, bringing
the maximum final total for this generation to just 114, barely more than
one-tenth the number originally
planned. Three operable U.S. reactors
- California's Rancho Seco, Colorado's
Ft. St.Vrain and Shoreham - were shut
down in 1989 by public opposition.
last week the Soviet Union announced it will close the three remaining operable reactors at the Chernobyl
site within five years. The Soviet
Union, Sweden, Italy and all other
European nations except France have
abandoned their ambitious nuclear
programs. Japan has drastically
slashed its atomic power program,
leaving just Taiwan and South Korea
aggressively expanding their nuclear
commitments. Third world powers
such as Brazil, Iran and the Philippines
have also left the Peaceful Atom
behind.
Ironically, the Seabrook license has
lost most of its symbolic importance
by now. The Public Service Company
of New Hampshire, which originally
began the project, became the first
U.S. utility to go bankrupt since the
1930s, and is now being swallowed by
the Connecticut-based Northeast
Utilities, which operates four other
reactors.
To New Englanders, the nightmares
of Chernobyl and Three Mile Island
have crept a giant step closer, and the
bitter hand-to-hand political warfare
in this region is unlikely to diminish.
Though sparsely populated when
construction first began, the Seabrook
area is now part of a metropolitan
region stretching from Boston to
Portsmouth. Meanwhile, there is
growing evidence that radiation from
the Pilgrim reactor, south of Boston,
has led to increased leukemias in that
area. In short, the climate for a major
new source of radiation to the north
has never been less hospitable.
Though the history of court appeals
is not good, Seabrook has always been
a precedent-setter. "We're looking for
surprises," says Backus. "It isn't over
'til it's over."
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• Watching the water: Presumpscot River Watch project is
looking for volunteers to take
and test samples of water from
the river. This first step toward
water pollution control will be
discussed at a public meeting at
7 p.m. in the Barron Center, 1145
Brighton Ave. (near Exit 8),
Portland. Pollution sources on
the Presumpscot River watershed will be located on maps,
and people interested in volunteering will learn how they can
collect and test water this
summer.
• More water watching: The
Casco Bay Bicycle Club's weekly
"Pizza Ride" kicks off a new
season of bike rides by the sea.
The 10- to 20-mile ride skirts
along the ocean and marshes of
Cape Elizabeth and Scarborough. Cyclists will meet at 6
at Pat's Pizza on Route 1
near Oak Hill in Scarborough.
For more information, call 7991085.

of war, "Arms and the Man,"
opens tonight at The Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. The play takes place in
1885 at the end of the Balkan
Wars and story revolves around
the affair between a Swiss
mercenary soldier and young
Bulgarian woman. Performances
of Shaw's romantic comedy are
Thursday at 7 p.m., Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m., and Sunday
at 2 p.m. through April 29. For
reservations or more information, call 729-8584.

begins at 8. Tickets are $27.50
each or $200 for a table of eight.
For more information, call 7730218.

• Dr. Ruth always talks about
sex. Now she's adding lies and
videotape to her repertoire. A
special on Steven Soderbergh's
movie "sex, lies and videotape"
is being aired tonight on VH-l at
7 p.m Soderbergh and actors
Peter Gallagher, Andie
MacDowell and Laura San

• What's up in Little Egypt?
The final humanities discussion
of the Portland Stage
Company's season is today after
the 2 p.m. matinee of Lynn
Siffert's play "Little Egypt." The
play is a comedy about a mother
and two daughters in search of
romance in a fictional town in
Illinois. The discussion will be
lead by PSC advisory scholar
Leon Katz and drarnaturg
Melissa Cooper. The discussion

• New York neurotic: "It Had
To Be You" is a Broadway
comedy about a failed actress,
health-food nut and analysis
addict, who is looking for love
in New York City. The comedy
is being performed by the
Phoenix Theater Company
tonight through Sunday at
~~~
The Portland Club,
Maine on
156 State St.,
two wheels.
Portland. The
See April 12 &" 17.
dinner theater
production begins
with a traditional
family-style turkey dinner
at 7 p.m. The performance

Giacomo
will
discuss the flick,
as well as sexperts Erica jong,
Sydney Biddle Barrows (a.k.a.
The Mayflower Madam) and
Ray Sharkey. The show will be
rebroadcast Apr. 15 at 2 p.m.,
Apr. 18 at 12 midnight, Apr. 20
at 7:30 p.m., Apr. 27 at 8:30 p.m.,
Apr. 29 at 2 p .m. and May 4 at
11:30 p.m.
• The Sir Douglas Quintet with
Doug Sahm and Augie Myers
come out kickin' and screamin'
the honky tonk blues at 9 p.m. at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $8. For more
information, call 773-6886.

Sioux hoop dancers.
See April 20.

is free and open to the public.
People not attending the performance should call the box
office at 774-0465 for discussion
times.
• Cool and icy: Brian Boitano
and Katarina Witt, the reigning
OlympiC Gold Medalists for
figure skating, are featured in a
world premiere show "Skating"
at 7:30 p.m. at the Cumberland
County Civic Center, Portland.
The show features four original
productions, including a selection from "Carmen on Lce," a
movie Boitano and Witt made
for HBO. Tickets are $25, $20
and $18.50. For more information, call 774-3481.

Portland. For more information,
call 879-3486.
• New folk star Shawn Colvin is
in town for a show of Dylaninfluenced tunes at 7:30 p.m. at
the First Parish Church, 425
Congress St., Portland. Bill '
Morrissey (see brief on page 13)
takes the opening set. Tickets
are $13.50 and available at
Ticketron, Teletron and Record
Exchange.

• "Trek Across Maine," the
annual ISS-mile bicycle ride
from Sunday River to Rockland,
gi ves cyclists a chance to raise
money for the American Lung
Association of Maine. Cyclists
of all ages can participate, although participants under 18
must be accompanied by a
parent or guardian. The Trek is
June 15-17 and information on
getting involved will be presented at Casco Bay Bicycle
Club's regular monthly meeting, 7-8:30 p.m., in the Public
Safety Building, Middle Street",
Portland . For more information,
call 1-800-462-LUNG.

• "Maine's Art Museums: What
Fits Where?" is the subject of a
lunchtime lecture given by
Judi th Sobol, director of
Westbrook College's Payson
Gallery of Art. Sobol will make a
slide presentation, taking a look
at how art museums select and
develop their collections. The
lecture is at noon at the Portland
Public Library. For more information, call 871-1758.
• Gesundheit: Mercy Hospital's
spring series of wellne~ lectures
begins tonight with a discussion
• Lions, tigers and bears: The
of medicine in the 21st century.
Kora Shrine Circus is in town for Dr. Richard Rockefeller will talk
seven shows today through
about the changing roles of
Wednesday. Performances are
patients, physicians and health
today and Wednesday at 2 and 7 care providers, the role of
p.m.; tomorrow at 10 a.m., 2 and computers in medicine, the
7 p .m Reserved seats are $6;
limitations of medical knowlgeneral admission is $4; and
edge and changes that can be
children under 12 are admitted
anticipated during the next
for $2. For more information,
decade. The Living Lecture
call 775-3458.
series takes place at 7 p.m. in
Mercy Hospital's Medical Staff
Auditorium, 144 State St.,

• More good health: Health
classes for seniors are being
offered on Thursdays, 1:30-3
p.m., at the Cummings Community Center, 134 Congress St.,
Portland. The first in the series is
"Where's There a Will.. ."
Attorney Ed Liggins will present
legal information. The cost of
the class is 50 cents. Topics for
future classes include mentai
health, communicating with
health care professionals and
alcohol usc. For more information, call 874-8870.
• Barbara Smith, a black lesbian
feminist critic and the author of
"In the Life: The Courage of
Lesbians and Gay Men of
Color," speaks at 8 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The lecture is part of
Outweek, a celebration of sexual
diversity at Bowdoin. It is free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 725-3151.

• Soprano Ellen Chickering is
joined by baritone Ernest
Triplett and pianist John
Douglas for the final concert in
the USM Faculty Concert series.
The trio performs the Neddo/
Silvio duet from "Pagliacci,"
"Un Giomo de Regno" and
other works from Mozart's

and pieces by Verdi, Massenet,
Charpentier, Ambrosl:! Thomas,
Ruggero Leoncaavallo, Douglas
Moore and Andrew Lloyd
Weber. The performance is at 8
p.m. in Corthell Concert Hall,
USM Gorham. Admission is $7,
and $4 for students and seniors.
For more information call, 7805555.
• Sioux hoop dancing is being
performed by Kevin Locke in
conjunction with the Earth Day
activities at USM. A member of
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe,
Locke uses 28 colored hoops in
his dances to make pat~erns representing the sun, moon, plan'ets, animals, mountains and
constellations. The hoop dances
will be performed at 8 p.m. in
the GymnaSium on the Portland
campus. Admission is $3, free
for students and children under
12. For more information, call
780-4090.
• David Parsons Dance Company performs Parson's piece
"Caught," set to music by
Robert Fripp, along with "Three
Courtesies," "Radio Portland,"
"Sleep Study," "The Envelope,"
and "Scrutiny." Parsons, a
sought-after choreographer, has
put together pieces for the
American Ballet Theater,
{...
Momix, Israel's Bat-Sheva
Dance Company, Ballet Metropolitan and the Paul Taylor
Dance Company, where he was
a lead dancer. The performance
is at 8 p.m. in Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $20,
$16, $12 and $8, available from
the Portland Concert Association at 772-8630.

• A French bedroom farce by
Fugene Labiche, "The Happiest of the Three," is being
given its English debut this
weekend and next at Ru'ssell
Hall, USM Gorham. According to director
William van Watson, "In
this classic French farce,
the husbands are
stupid, the wives are
unfaithful, the lovers
are frustrated, and
nobody had

bette~r_ ':~~~;~i
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_
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April 18 - Siaid Cleaves
(of the Moxie Men)
April 19, 20, 21 - TT Strip
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A New American Play

by Lynn Siefert

April' 10-29
PORTLAND

**STNJEH
COMPANY

774-0465
Produced by Porteous
& Sedgwick James

contains adult language
& situations

with the maid." Performances
are Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m., Sunday at 5 p.m., and a
there will be a Thursday night
performance Apr. 26 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for the public, $5
for seniors, and $3 for students.
For more information, call 7805480.

• A new community theater
group, Freeport Community
Players, premieres their first
musical this weekend. Harry
Seagall's comedy-fantasy,
"Heaven Can Wait" is about a
prize fighter who dies before his
time and must live out the rest
of his life in other people's bodies. Performances are Friday and _
Saturday at 7:30 p.m., this
weekend and next, in the
Freeport High School. Admission is $5 for adults, and $4 for
seniors and students. Tickets
may be purchased at Bow Street
Market and leighton'S in
Freeport. For more information,
call 865-6041.
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Luncheon Specials Every Day!
Warm up with our homemade soups & chowders

Friday, April 13

Laurie
Sargent
formerly lead singer of
FACE TO FACE

with Special Guest

SYNDICATE

Opportunity Knocks Dana Carvey
of Church Lady fame stars in his first
movie about a can man who stumbles
into the life of a wealthy businessman.

1.

5

Crazy People Dudley Moore plays a
Shock To The System Micheal Caine
frazzled executive who is sent to the
nut house by his co-workers. Also starplays an advertising executive who is
passed over for a promobon and rises
ring Daryl Hannah, Paul Reisner and
to the top by killing off hiS adversanes.
Mercedes Ruehl.
Crybaby John Waters' latest movie is
Solaris Andrei Tarkovsky's 1972 film
won the Special Jury Prize at Cannes.
set, once again, in Baltimore and stars
The movie is about a scoenbst who IS
the new cast of Waters' regulars as Pretty Woman Julia Roberts and Richard Gere star in the Pygmallan-type
sent to investigate some strange activteenagers. Waters keeps some of his
story about a wealthy businessman
ity on an orbiting space station. He
bi zarre characters, bu t has lost all the
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
finds the space station deserted exgro ssness of hiSearlier film s. The movie
her up pretty . The movie has a few
is abou t Ihe high school rivalry becept for two scientists who have h)st
great lines, the story's nothing more
tween the Drapes (delinquents) and
thell minds . ThiS is the uncut RUSSian
than a fairy tale . Roberts IS good; she
Squares The Romeo·and·Juliet sceversion With subtitles.
should be more particular about SCripts. We Are Family 0 umentary on homonario repeats Itself when a Square gill
Gere plays a character he's played too
sexual families : one foster. one biologi(Amy Locane) l alls for a Drape boy
many times before.
cal and one adoptive . One of the ques(Johnny Depp). If the teading players
tions addressed is the effect on the
weren't so cute, the movie wou ld lo se Seduction: The Cruel Woman
Monika Treut and Elfi Mikesch ("Virgin
children in the se non-traditional famiits appeal fast Be warned The kids are
Machine") directed this movie about a
always breaking into song . you'll either
lies.
glamorous dominatrix who runs a gallove it or hate it
lery on the Hamburg waterfront. where
David Roche Talks To You About
she stages elaborate sadomasichistic
Love Performance artist combines
fantasies . Toronto "Now,' wrote "the
lecture tirade and autobiography with
only intelligent inside view of consen:
tales ~bout disappointments in love.
sual sadomasochism ever put on film.
The movie won the Blue Ribbon at the
(Have we been missing a lot of moVAmerican Film Festival.
ies?)
Driving Miss Daisy Bruce Beresford's
("Breaker Morant") version of Alfred
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morgan Freeman and JessICa Tandy . The
story is about the evolVing relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur The movie is a metaphor for
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there. The film's beautiful pho·
General Cinemas
tography compensates for the pieces
Fried Bologna Improv (Improv
Maine Mall
that are less than engaging.
comedy) Little Willies, 36 Market St. .
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
774 -1022
Portland. 773-4500.
.
Crazy People tAl
Washington star in this movie about
Richard Marst.rs (big band musIc)
12:45,2:55,5:05. 7'20, Q:45
th e troop of black soldiers who fought
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange, Portland.
I Lov. You To D.ath CR)
12:45,3,5:1 5,7:30,9:4 5
for the Union during the Civil War The
773-0300.
opport...,lty Knocks PQ·13
graphic battle scenes never allow you
1:!'ro. 9 ;35
J.nny and the Woodmen (folk)
Nun. on the Run (PG·13)
to forget the magnitude of the war
Moose Alley, 46 Market St , Portland
1 3:05. 5:10. 7 2.0. 9:30
Matthew Broderick plays the young
Y""ag.Mutant Ninja Yurtl. . (PO)
774-5246 .
12;45.2:55,
5:05,7:15,9:25
man who gets to lead the 54 Regiment.
Minu. 500 (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
Pretty Woman tRl
He plays his role With the right amount
1:30, 4:10,7:25.9:50
St. . Portland. 772-7891 .
Hunt For bd October {PGI
of uncertaintly and cockiness
Carol & the Charmers (rock) Old
1:30. 4:20, 7:10. 10
High Fidelity Allan Miller ("From Mao
Port Tavern, 11 Moullon sl , Portland
Driving MI•• Dal_, (pOI
4.7:25
to Mozarn directed thiS documentary
774-0444.
on the Guarneri String Quartet. WJO has
The Real Band (rock) Spring POint
played together for 25 years. Miller
Nickelodeon
Cafe, 175 Pickett St . S. Portland 767Temple and Middle. Pon land
films rehearsals, performances, group
4627.
772·9751
and individual Interviews . looking at
Matinees Sat-Sun only
Don Campbell (acoustic) Happy Hour
Shock To The .Y'.tam tRI
both the members' differences and how
at Spiri ts at The Manor. 700 Main St.,
1 :30. 4:10, 7:25, 9;35 (opens Apr 13)
they work together. Getting behind the
Cryb.by (PO·t31
South Portland. 774-6 t 5t
t,
3:30,
7.9
scenes and into th e bickerin g and InThe Sense (rock) Spints at The Manor,
Ern ••t G~. To Ja!1 APG)
tensity of practice, It' S amazing the
, :45, 3~45. 6.30, B.3
700 Main St. , South Portland 774The F ..... Pow., (A)
players ever complete a movement
615t .
':35.3:50, 6 :45, 9 :10
Hunt For Red October is a reminder
The Handmakl'e Tale (AI
Bad Habit (rock) Shelley's, t 2 Uncoln
1:1
0.3:55,7:15,9:30
that the puerile conception of U S forSt. . Biddeford 284-9283
My Left Fool (RI
eign policy promulgated by. Reagan
1:15, 4 ,7:10.9:20
Joe V.,..". The Volcano IPG-1 3 1
and hiS cronies lives on . USing com·
7:25,9:30 (through Apr 12)
mies as bad guys doesn' t make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
The Movies
action , character and suspense. "The
10 Exchange, Portland
Tiger's Baku (jazz/fu sion) Raoul· s.865
772-9600
Hunt For Red October- had none of
Forest Ave., Portland TIckets are $8
HI~Fldelity
these. it IS Insipid.
r
773-6886.
Wed- at a11, 8:45;
I Love You To Death Tracy Ulman
The Boyz (rock) Moose All ey, 46 MarSat-Sun at 1
plays th e wife 01a man she want dead
So,"-,I.
ket St , Portland 774-5246
Apr 14-1 7
(Kevin Kline). William Hurt, Keanu
Laurie Sargent (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Sat-Sun 2:45
Reeves and River Phoenix also star
Sun~TUf!I at 7
Commercial St. , Portland. 774-3550.
Seduction: The Cruel Woman
Bates Motel and Ten Feet Tall
Apr 18-22
Wed-Fri al7, 8:45
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. . Portland.
Satat9
Sat-Sun at ,
772-7891
Carol & the Charmers (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton st.. Portland.
Cinema City
774-0444.
Westbrook Plaza
854-9"6
Port City Allstars (r&b) TBilds. 126
All times through Thursday; cal! ahead
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040
lor Frldats changes
Glory (AI
The Real Band (rock) Spring Point
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1- 1 3:15
Cafe. 175 Pickett St.. S. Portland. 767Look Who' .. r.alklntl (PG.'3)
7.9, mats at 1, :1
4627.
Cry ••by (PQ.UI
Scott Oakly (jazz) Utile Willies, 36
7. 9, weekend mats at 1. ,,)
Lord of the FII •• IR)
Market St, Portland 773-4500 .
7,9, weekend matsalt,:1
Rick Albert (acoustic) Happy Hour at
Born on the Fourth of July (A)
Spirits at The Manor, 700 Main St.,
7;15,9:15, weekend mals all :15, 3.15
\",
South Portland. 774-6151 .
My Left Foot transcends the mush
The Sense (rock) Spirits at The Manor.
Evening Star
thatu sually characterizes movies about
700 Main St. . South Portland. 774Tonllne Mall.~(unsw ck
729-5486
someone overcoming a handica p and
6151
Pretty Woman (A)
paints a striking portrait of a man strug Bad Habit (rock) Shelley's, 12 Uncoln
7. 9:15
gling with his relation ships, With creaSI. , Biddeford. 284-9283
tiVity and his own sense of worth. The
Bowdoin College
movie IS based on the autobiography
Brunswick
n 5- 3151
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
David Roche Talk. To You
Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
About Lov. and W. AN Family
Apr 1 B, 3:30 and 8 pm
only had use of his left foot to create
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Ce nler
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Christy) and Daniel Day Lewis are
superlative in their roles. We ldennfy
with Christy. rather than look down on
him or pity him .

What's Where

Friday April 20 - BOP (HARVEY)
Saturday
i1 -IMMORTALS

lIappy lIour 4-6 )Jon.-Fri.
on the watcrrront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME e 774-3550

,
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CLUBS
THURSDAY 4.12

FRIDAY 4.13

THURSDAY APRIL 12

t
I

,,-,5

MONDAY APRIL 16

LADIES NIGHT
Drink Specials,
Games & Prizes!
FRIDAY THE 13TH

THE PORT CITY
ALL STARS
,t

•

Special on
Rolling Rock Beer 4-7pm
SATURDAY APRIL14

50's & 60's

ROCK
ON
Doors open at 7
SUNDAY APRIL 15

HEADLINER COMEDY
~ .

Headliner-Marci Rose
Also AppearingMatt Graham
Doors open at 7 Showtime 8:30
F===~

I
J

The SMITHEREENS
Special Appearance by
Rick Barone (formerly of The Bongos)
Tickets $15 advance, $17 .5D door
Doors Open at 8
TUESDAY APRIL17

TAX RELIEF PARTY
Featuring The UPSETTERS
Oo'ors open at 4 p.m.

dl,ljij l

!!ifi 'I;\"'9i!!,I:-

JENNY and the
WOODMEN

UPCOMING EVENTS
Tues., April 24 - Enuff z' Nuff

. -.
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.... _._ • •
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His voice is as craggy as the cess. Each sentence moves the story
granite outcroppings of his along to tile final point," said
adopted New Ham pshire, and his Morrissey, who as a kid used to
songs explore the quietly desper- make up lyrics to songs he heard
ate lives along the back roads and on the radio. "I spend more of my
dark comers of northern New time editing the song down to
England. It'snotexactlyyoursure- what's essential."
fire fonnula for success, but Bill
Morrissey's spare writing and
Morrissey is about to hit it big.
sharply-defined characters compel
Morrissey, who opens for fel- you to listen, but he can also pen
low "hot" performer Shawn playful ditties about an imaginary
Colvin Apr. 18 at First Parish party at the United Nations and
Church in Portland, has been elic- "Peruvian beauties neglecting their
iting hosannas from critics near duties" and "big Czechs with no
and far since the release of his necks/Talking nothing but sex."
third album, "Standing Eight," late And in "Car and Driver," another
last year. Tower Records' Pulse selection from "Standing Eight,"
magazine tabbed it "Folk Album he matches man and machine with
ofthe Year" and BilIboard'sThom uncanny accuracy: " ... my Volvo
Duffy praised Morrissey for writ- wagon will seat six/It'll run on
ing"withasmuchpowerasDylan diesel or trail mix."
did on 'Blood on the Tracks' and
'1n 15 years of playing bars
Springsteen did on 'Tunnel of along the seacoast," Morrissey
Love.'" But Morrissey is no nou- modestly allows, 'Tvelearned how
ve/le cuisine folkie. He has been to entertain." That's what makes
building a loyal following on New his live perfonnances so special England's bar-club-roadhousecir- and memorable. Oneminuteyou'll
cuit for the past 15 years.
be stilled bya haunting song about
From songs such as "Up On a truck driver who revelsin dumpThe c.P. Line," where "the work- ing his toxic load on the moonlit
ing runs from har~ to worse/ back roads of New Hampshire,
Summer, spring and fall" to and thenext you'll be chuckling as
''These Cold Fmgers," a soul-<:hill- if to a Jay Leno monologue.
ing story that begins with a
Though he lived for a while on
botched marriage proposal and Peaks Island in the mid-70s and
ends with a dog being put down remembers playing in some longwith a .22, Morrissey's composi- goneCommerciaIStreetbars,Mortions draw more from the hard- rissey, who now lives in Newedged fiction of short stories than market, N.H., isn't as known here
the blissful verseofbasementcof- as heis in Northhampton, Cambrfeehouses.
idge or Portsmouth. This show
"In good fiction there' s no ex- should change that.
Guy 5<onlaniello

Winnet·s of 4
Maine Music Awards!

Sir Douglas Quintet (honky tonk
blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. TICkets are $8. 773-6886.
Billie Dare. Brok.n Toys and
Brenda Moore (rock) Geno's, t3
Brown St. , Portland. 772-7891.
The Boyz (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. . Portland. 774-5246.
Carol & the Charmers (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton st. , Portland.
774-0444.
Barry Arvin Young Band (rock) Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial St. , Portland.
774-3550.
Scott Oakly (jazz ) Utile Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
The R•• I Band (rock) Spring POint
Cafe. 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 7674627.
The S.n•• (rock) Spirits at The Manor.
700 Main St. , South Portland. 7746151 .
Big Chief & the Continental. (r&b)
Aqua Lounge, Short Sands , York
Beach. 363-7578.
Bad Habit (rock) Shelley's, 12 Uncoln
St. , Biddeford . 284-9283.

SUNDAY 4.15
Kin Cora (Irish musIc) 4 pm. Gritty
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St .. Portland. 7722739.
Acoustic Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm at
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St. . S. Portland. 767·7t 19.
Marci Rose and Matt Graham
(comedy) 8 pm, T-Birds. 126 N Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040
Open Mike Night Geno's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 772-7891.
The Stand (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton st. , Portland. 774-0444.

MONDAY 4.18
The Smith....en. (rock) T-Birds. 126
N. Boyd. Portland. 773-8040.
The Stand (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton st. . Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 4.17
Blue Roots (blues) Gritty McDuff"s,
396 Fore St., Portland. 772-2739.
Michael Maritneau (comedy) Little
Willies. 36 Market St.. Portland. 7734500.
The Upsetters (r&b) T-Birds. 126 N.
Boyd. Portland. 773-8040.
The Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern .
11 Moulton st. , Portland. 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY 4.18
Jenny and the Woodmen (folk) TBirds, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040 .
Ivory Tow.r (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 772-7891 .
The Waiters (rock) Old Port Tavern ,
11 Moulton st., Portland. 774-0444.

CON
CERTS
TUESDAY 4.17

Artists' Portfolios
$30 an hour
&..
$18 for 36 Ektachrome slides.
color &.. density corrected
Duplicate transparendes

&.. film processing available

**

(J)
l
~

THURSDAY
5·7 pm

Portland

~I

774-5246

ALL

YOU

CAN

$5.95
You71 be booked!

EAT

Join us every week night for
Attitude Adjustment Hour.
Wednesday night is Ladies Night,
well drinks $1.25. all night!

SUUIES
II"

I E H.I

VOLCANO
HADDOCK
SANDWICH
Fresh Haddock crumbed,
deep-fried and smothered
in our unique sweet-hot
Volcano SaJlce, served on
our home· made bread with
French fries.

Bean Flautas

*

46 M ark et Street

•

or

Community
Cable Networl(
week of 4/13190

Ai'

NO COVER CHARGE • PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets

living Tapestries:
Part One
(1/2 hr.) 7:00
Dynamic Community Television:
Conference Highlights (1 hr.) 7:30
A Year 01 Art:
Alison Hildreth-painting
and Alan Magee-inlets
(112 hr.) 8:30
French-Canadian Music
9:00 (1/2 hr.)
The lmagemakers:
Profiles of Artists (R) (1 /2 hr.) 9:30
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm .
and are repeated Sat. - Mon .
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues. , Wed .,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth, & Scar,
Channel varies in Gorham. .

UPCOMING

page 14

773.3434

:A~~'~T~!i ~1l

Shawn Colvin and Bill Morrissey
(new folk) 7:30 pm in the First Parish
Church. 425 Congress St. , Portland.
Tickets are $1 3.50. available at Ticket·
ron. Teletron and Record Exchange.
MadDowell Club Spring Concert
8 pm. Trinity Episcopaf Church, 113
Coyle St. , Portland. Free and open to
the public.
Boy Singers of Maine (classical)
7:30 pm, Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St. , Portland.
Performance includes Britten's "Fnday
Afternoon 's," and Vaughan Williams '
"Orpheus with His Lute. " For more information , call 775-0643.

n

Portland 04101

~l\nl"@

WEDNESDAY 4.18

continued 0

55 Federal Street

•

YOUR OWl\.. T
MAKE
Spicy Beef 1 'J

Limbana (world folk music) Ensemble
of 11 women perform songs. dances
and instrumental music from any world
cultures handed down through the artistic tradition of women Apr 19, 7:30
pmatthe Rockport Opera House. TIckets are $8 for adults, $4 for children .
For more information, call 236-2823.
U. Utah Phillip. (folk) Apr 20, 8 pm .
The Center For The Arts. The Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St., Bath .
TIckets are $8 in advance. $10 at the
door. For more information. call the
Bath-Brunswick Folk Club at 729-31 85.
Maine Country Music Hall of Fame
Show & Banquet (country) Dinner
and show Apr 29, 12 noon at Verrillo 's
Restaurant. 155 riverside St.. Portland.
Dinner and show is $25 per couple,
$12.50 single . TIckets are available
through Apr 16 at 797-9313 or 799·
8938 Tickets for show only (2 :30 pm)
are $6. available at the door.

AFFORDABLE
PHOTO

CALL 883-2802

93¢ Margaritas • Dos Equis $1.50

Ivory Tower (rock) 5-7 pm, College
Room, USM Portland Campus Center
on Falmouth St.. Portland. Free and
open to the public.
Song Swaps (folk) Portland Folk Club
Song Swaps are held at 7:30 pm at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens
Ave .• Portland. Swaps are open to all
who like to share or listen to a song ,
tune or story. $1 donation is requested.
refreshments welcome. For more information. call 773-9549.

Jay York

Every Wed. Night is Ladies Nighl al
Raoul 's wilh the Red Lighl Revue Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & summer.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

Tex.. Mex Night with WMGX

SATURDAY 4.14

U

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
April1H4 Mr. Goodbars, O.O.B.
April 18 Raoul's Dance Party
April 20 Bedford, NH, private
April2l Portland Oub, private
April 25 In Concert wi KoKo Taylor
at Raours
April2HS Bruno's, Portland
April29 Muscular Dystrophy Cruise,
Scotia Prince
Mayl
Eve. Samose~ Rockland, private
May 2 Raoul's Dance Party
May 5 Eve. Sonesta, private

13

THE MOON DANCE CLUB e 427 FORE 8T. • 772-1983
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FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

STAGE

ALROSE~
printing & graphics co.
OFFSET • LETTE RPRESS
200 A]\"OERSON STREET· POHTLANI) • 774-9329
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UNCLE ~ILL'r"S
h p\I.JJJ.Al~

j}.t.J.

~J1J~ ~~{,"S\l>~~ JA\U'E-

JOu fI~R'~ ~
TAKE-OOT......CATERING
60 OCEAN ST· - • SOUTH PORTLAND

(~SPECIAL

767'7119

PIG PICKIN' PARTY SENDOFF"')

Noon til Midnight. Apnl 29
Hours: Tues - Sat. • 11 :30am - 1O.30pm. Sun. 4:30pm - 10:30pm
Closed Mondays' Sunday Night Blues Jam

DAVID PARSO~S
DANCE COMPANY
Friday, April 20, 8:00 pm
$20,$16,$12,$8
Astounding athleticism ... zany,
witty, breathtakingly inventive and
lyrically musical
sponsor

~51

at Portland City Hall Auditorium

I

~. Portland Concert Association

"-I·I. I"[;J~I"II-I"
PCA
._"

I

. _.

262 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, ME 04101
Call 772-8630

LIGHT UP
YOUR LIFE!
Light up the night with
Michelob Light! Which is the
• only college in America ever to
have both the national rushing champion in football and
the national scoring
champion in basketball in the same
school year?. The
only time it ever
happened was when
George Rogers of the
University of SOllth
Carolina led the na
tion in rushing In
college football in
the fall of 1980, and Zam Frederick of the University of South
Carolina led the nation in scoring in college basketball in the
spring of 1981. With Michelob
Light - you get a super-premium taste in a less filling
beer. What was the lowestscoring major-college basketball

game in the last 40 years' ... The
record was set on December 15,
1973 when Tennessee beat
Temple by the score
of 11 to 6. Michelob
Light - Another
member of the
great beer - from
the Mi~hclob family of super-premium beers. llere's
an oddity ... The big
league baseball sta
dium that has the
largest seaung capacity had the smallest
aLlendance in the
majors in 1983!. .. The biggest
seating capacity in major league
baseball is Cleveland Stadium,
which seaLS 74,208 ... But Cleveland finished last in attendance
among all big league teams in
1983 with a total of 768,971.
Beer is a good part of the
good life! Drinkresponsiblyl

The artists who
donated their work to
the Portland School
of Art's 15th Annual
Art Auction"

When You Comin Back, Red Ry.
e1er Mark Medoffs play takes place in
the New Mexico desert where a drugsmuggling Vietnam vet holds hostages
in a diner. Mad Horse Theatre Company production through Apr 22 at Mad
Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave ., Portland. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8
pm, Sun at7 pm . Tickets are $10-$14,
available at the theater and Stein Glass
Gallery, 20 Milk SI., Portland For more
information, call 797-7338.
Lillie Egypt Lynn Siefert's play about
the characters in a fictional town in
lIIinois Apr 12-29. Performances are
Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm, Fn at 8 pm, Sat at
5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm at the
Portland Perfonning Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave , Portland. For more Information, call 774-0465.
It Had To Be You Broadway comedy
about a failed actress, health food nut
and analysis addict who is lookIng for
love In New York City. Performed by
the Phoenix Theater Company Apr 1315 aIThe Portland Club, 156 State SI.,
Portland. Dinner theater production
begins with a traditional family style
turkey dinner at 7 pm; performance
begins at 8 pm. Tickets are $27.50
each or $200 for a table of eight For
more information, call 773-0218.
Annuaf Spring Perfonnanceofthe
Bowdoin Dance Group Performance Includes "Stuck Falling Next To
You" by Gwyneth Jones, "Yodel" by
Paul Sarvis, "Untitled" by Chnstine
Philion and ·Postcard Dances with an
onglnal score and projected Images
Shows are Apr 13-14 at 8 pm In Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick
Free and open 10 the public. For more
informatIon, call 725-3151.
Anns and The Man George Bernard
Shaw's satlreofwarrs belngperlormed
Apr 12-29 at The Theater Project 14
School St, Brunswick Performances
are Thu at 7 pm, Fri-Sat at 8 pm and
Sun at2 pm. For reservations or more
Information, call 729-8584
The Schoolmaster of Flat Creek
Onglnal musical adapted by Bonnie
Barry-Sanders Irom the story ·The
Hussier School-Master"' by Edward
Eggleston. Set in a small town in Indl
ana after the CiVIl War, the story IS
about Ralph Hartstook and how he
overthrows a band of raIders who
control the town. Performances are
Apr 18-20 at 7.30 pm at the UniverSIty
of New England Campus Center, Biddeford Tickets are $5 for adults, $3 for
children. For more information, call 2830171.
The Happiest of the Thre. by
Eugene LabIche French larce performed by USM students Apr 20-29 at
Russell Hall, USM Gorham. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 5
pm. Tickets are $6 for the public, $5 for
seniors, $3 for students. For more informatIon, call 780-5480
David Parsons Dance Company
performs Apr 20, 8 pm at Portland CIty
Hall Auditorium . Parsons has created
works for the American Ballet Theater,
Momix, Israel's Bat-Sheva Dance
Company, Ballet Metropolitan,a dn for
the Paul Taylor Dance Company, where
he was formally a lead dancer Tickets
are $20, $16. $12 and $8, available
from the Ponland Concert Association
at 772-8630.
Heaven Can Wait Harry Seagall"s
comedy-fantasy IS being performed by
the Freeport Communrty Players Apr
20-21 and 27-28 at 7'30 pm in the
Freeport HIgh School. Admission IS $5
for adults, $4 for seniors and students
Tickets may be purchased at Bow Street
Market and LeIghton's in Freeport. For
more Information. call 865-6041
Little Festival of the Unexpected
Poets, playwnghts, directors and actors are In reSIdence at Portland Stage
Company Apr 20-24 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. (Poetry readIngs will be
held at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
Congress St.)"A Play of Notand Now:
a work In progress based on a story by
Gertrude Stein performed Apr 20 at 7
pm, Apr 21 at2 pm, Apr 22 at 4:45 pm ,
Apr 23 at 7:30 pm and Apr 24 at 6.30
pm; "Terminal HIp: poet and playwright
Mac Wellman's aitically-acciaimed play
performed Apr 20 at 10:15 pm, Apr 21
at 2:30 pm, Apr 22 at5:15 pm, Apr 23
at8 pm and Apr 24 at9:45 am: Kenneth
Koch reads from his poetry at Raffles
Apr 21 at 7:30 pm ; and Mac Wellman,
reads from his forthcoming novel at
Raffles Apr 22 at 7:30 pm . All performances are free. For more information,
call 774-0465

Elaine Tsellkb' "Seagulls on a Concession Stand,
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 1988"

Visions from many perspectives
"Inner Visions" is an exhibit
of photographs at Thomas
Memorial Library in Cape Elizabeth. Thehand-colored and handpainted photographs by Maine
photographers Elaine Tselikis
and Concetta Domenico look at
diverse subject matter using a
variety of techniques.
Any number of materials can
be used to hand color a silver
print. Here the artists use oil
pigment, colored pencils and watercolor markers to ornament
their black and white photographs. Somcappear wJlh a slight
tint, others have a wildly painted,
made-up look.
Most of Concetta Domenico's
pictures arc of llowers. "Canna"
is the straightforward evocation
of the flower, hand-painted with
a luscious bright red. The color is
rich, but overdone and the neon
bee pollinating the flower seems
out of place. "Leaf," on the other
hand, is only slightly tinted and
much more appealing. The inti-

mate evocation is sensual and
alive. It is like an X-ray with light
coming through the back of the
leaf emphasizing the veins.
Domenico experiments with
gum bichromate prints. A nonsilver technique used in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, the
image is printed on paper that
lends a soft, pastel-<:olored quality. "Angel Icon" and "Icon" are
two interesting gum bichromate
prints. The former is the full-figured depiction of a Renaissance
angel, while the latter is a detail
of the face. The gum bichromate
technique is an asset to the subject; the pieces appear antiquated.
ElaineTselikis,like Domenico,
works with different cameras and

photographic techniques. Using
infrared film, the artist depicts
familiar scenes that are mysteriously different. "Bird House at
Portland Head Light" is ambiguous and surreal with its soft tint,
contrast of dark and light, and
peculiar angles.
Tselikisis intrigued byexperimentation and discovery. She has
done a lot of work with plastic
cameras, particularly the Diana
camera. Manufactured in Hong
Kong in the '60s, it has a plastic
lens, and offers an intcrc~ting,
somewhat distorted image that
Tsclikis called "free and fun."
"Fence and Snow, Portland I lead
Light" is an example. The
straightforward photograph of a
picket-fencetakc-;on a whole new
life through the dIstortion created by the lens
Tselikis offers up some heavily painted scenes that look more
like a paint·by-number works
than anything clsc. The colors
are too bold and the brush stroke
too apparent.
Tselikis is most successful
with her double imagery. "Aph-

rodite/' a selenium toned silvcrprint, depicts the front and back
of a headless, armless, ancient
sculpture. The black and white
sharply contrasted against the
harmony of the two forms creates a well balanced, cool and appealing image.
The work here does not revolve around a particular theme
and neither of the artist's styles
arc distinct. Rather the exhibit is
a collection of works by two art·
ists who seem enthusiastic about
trying anything.

/llnner Visions" is on view
through May 19.

Leslie Monson

L

ARI
OPENING

Barridott Galleries, 26 FreeSt. Portland Recent work by Alison Hildreth
through Apr 26. Opening receptIon Apr
12,5-7 pm. 772-5011
Congress Square Gallery. 594 Congress St , Portland New work by MI
chael H LeWIS , paIntIngs done on rag
paper WIth turpentine wash Opening
reception Apr 13,530-7:30 pm. Hours '
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Thu until8. 774
3369
Traditional Musical Instrument
Show ExhibIt Includes some of the
most unrque, handcrahed wooden instruments available for public viewIng
Apr 14-May 12 at Thos. Moser CabInetmakers, 415 CumberlandAve., Portland. Opening reception Mar 14, 5-8
pm. For more Informatioll, call 774
3791.
USM Art Gallery, Gorham ExhIbIt of
works by USM Students Apr 15-May 3
Opening recepllon Apr 15, 1-3 pm .
Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm 780-5009.
AREA Gallery. USM Portland Campus Center, Bedford Street, Portland.
George Burk, recent works on paper
Apr 16-May 23. Openrng reception Apr
19,5-7 pm . Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-l0
pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.

AROUND TOWN
The Art Gallery at Six De.rlng,
Portland. "Nostalgia," an exhibit of watercolors by Robert Heath. Show continues through Apr 28. By appointment
thereafter. 772-9605.

Portland Mus..... of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland Hours TueSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. "Flora Portrayed: Clas
SICS of BotanIcal Art from the Hunt
Collection· (through May 13), "Traditions in American Landscape" (through
Apr 22), "French ImpreSSIonism and
Beyond: The Scott M. Black Collection' (through July 29); "Urban Visions:
Images by Ashcan School PaInters"
(through Aug 26); "Amencans at Home
and Abroad . Watercolors and Prints by
Chllde Hassam, Maurice Prendergast,
James McNeIll Whls~er and John
Singer Sargent" (Apr 6-July 8). 775·
6148
The Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 629 Congress St., Portland
"FLUXUS Selectrons from the Gilbert
and lila SIlverman Collecllon· through
May 4 Hours. Mon·Fn 10 am-5 pm
(Thu unlll 7). Sun 11 am-4 pm 7753052.
Bayview Gallery 75 Market SI., Portland New watercolors by Carol Hayes
through Apr 28. Hours. Mon·Sat 10
am-6 pm. 773-3007
Evans Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant SI, Portland. Mano GIacomelli, photographs
from Italy through Apr 28. Also photographs by Larry Fink, selections from
"Social Graces: Hours: Tue-Fn 10 am6 pm, Sat 11 am-5 pm. 879-0042.
F.O. BaU.y, 137-141 Middle SI., Portland. Works by 10 Maine artists. Hours
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm.
774-1479
Frost Gully Gallery, 25 Forest Ave.,
Portland. New work by Marcia Wislin
Carner, DeWitt Hardy and Chris HuntIngtoothrough Apr 23. Hours: Mon-Fn
12-7 pm. 773-2555.
Gall.ry 127, 127 Middle SI, Portland.
New watercolors by Graydon Mayer,
Taos-inspired oils by Pat Hardy, landscapes in oil by Gina Werfel and Hearne
Pardee through May 15 Hours: WedFri 11 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 7733317.

Greenhut Gall.ries, 146 Middle SI.,
Portland. Oil paintings by George Lloyd
and Connie Hayes; acrylic paintings by
Alison Goodwin and Chris Nielsen;
watercolors by Harvey Peterson and
Jo Spiller through Apr 30. Hours: MonSat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Maine Pott.rs Mark.t, 376 Fore
St., Portland. Unique designs for floral
arranging by Judi Riley Apr 16-30.
Hours: daily 10 am-6 pm. 774 -1633.
Nancy Margolis Gall.ry, 367 Fore
St., Portfand. "Clay Invitational: featuring works by John Frantz, Jeff Oestreich, John Rohlfing, Roy Strassberg
and James Watral through May 10.
Hours. Mon-Satl Oam-6 pm. 775-3822.
Payson Gall.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
"Alison Hildreth: Paintings· and "Alan
Magee: Inlets· through May 19. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9); SatSun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
The Photo Gall.ry, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress SI., Portland.
"Re-exploring the American West: Photographs by Mark KJetrthrough May 2.
Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fri 8
am-5 pm, Sun 11 am-4 pm. 775-3052 .
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square, Portfand. "Maine light: Paintings by Nancy Glassman· through Apr
28. Hours: Mon. Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm ;
Tue, Thu 12-9pm;Sat9am-5pm.8711700.
St.in Gall.ry Cont.mporary
Glass, 20 Milk St., Portland. Symbiosis series, joined multi-blown vessels
by John Burchetta. Hours: Mon-Sat 11
am-5:30 pm; closed Tue and Sun. 7729072.
Wellin GardIner Fine Arts , 4 112
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
19th century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanIcal,
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm
774-1944.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College Museum of Art
Brunswick. "Marsden Hanley in Bavana" and "American Modernism , 19001940" through Apr t 4 and "Paper
Horses: Popular ChInese Woodcuts"
through Apr29. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
EI .....nts Gallery, 56 MalneSt., Brunswick. "Metal Message: a group show
of sculpture, jewelry and objects in
Iron, steel and other metals through
Apr 26. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am6 pm.
729-1108.
Hob. Sound Gallerl.s North, 58
MaineSt., BrunsWIck. "Images for Earth
Day" features works by artists on environmental issues through May 12.
Works by Karen Gilg, RonCross. Elizabeth Busch, John Muench, Lin Lisberger, Chris Cantwell, Abby Shahn,
Barbara Sussman, MarJone Moore,
Bernard Langlais and Maunce Freedman. 725-4191.
Thomas M ...... rI.1 Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd , Cape Elizabeth. ·fnner Visions,· blackandwhiteprints and handcolored photographs through May 19.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Tue and
Thu until 9 pm. 799-1720
York Instltut. Mu_um, 371 Main
St., Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
the PennanentCollection"through midSep; "Pants for Painllngs·through mIdOct. Watercolors by Pam Johnson
through Apr. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 10
am-5 pm; Tue, Thu 10 am-8 pm, Sat 9
am-12 pm . 282-3031.

OTHER
Nurturing Adult Creativity Workshop led by art therapist M. Elizabeth
Conley shows parllcipants how to
experiment WIth art forms, develop a
per~onal expressive style and receive
support for creative growth Apr 12, 7-9
pm at the RIverton Branch library.
1600 Forest Ave , Portland No previous art experience is necessary. Free
and open to the public, but pre-registration is necessary. For more informa-

tIon, call the library Thursday 12-8 pm
at 797-2915
Maine Light Nancy Glassman WIll discuss her work, which is currently on
exhibit at the Portland Public library,
Apr 17, 7 pm In RInes Meeting Room of
the library. Free and open to the public
For more information, call 871-1700
Door Gods and Kitch.n Deiti.s:
Popular Chin.s. Woodcuts
ClIfton C. Olds, professor of the history
and cntlcism of art, and lin Yu Deng ,
visiting pro(essor 10 the Asian Studies
Program , speak Apr 18, 1 pm in the
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College.
BrunSWIck. Free and open to the public. Formoreinformation ,call725-3151.

IS

SENSE-

Shaker Lif.: Vi.ws from Within
and Without Maine Historical Society's Spring Lecture Series is held
Thursdays in April. "The Iconography
of Shaker Ufe.lmages of Shakerism in
the Popular Press, 1830-1880" is the
topic Apr 12;"A Maine Shaker Pilgrim:
Sister Aurelia Mace, 1835-1910" is the
topic Apr 19. 12:30 pm at the Portfand
Public Ubrary, Monument Square,
Portland. For more infonnation, call
774-1822.
Creat.r Portland Landmarks
Architectural L.ctures Earle G.
Shettfeworth Jr., director of the Historic
Preservation Commission, speaks on
"Maine's Summer Communities, 18901930· Apr 12, 7 pm at St. Luke's Cathedral Parish Hall, Park Street, Portland.
For more infonnation, call 774-5561 .
P_try R.ading Gail Schilke of Manhattan, curator of The Knitting Factory
Reading Series and the founder and
director of the St., Clark's Anti-Poetry
Project, reads from her work Apr 12,
7:30 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 Congress St., Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more inlormation, call 761-3930.
livIng WIth AIDS: Persons With
AIDS Share Their Stories Talks
sponsored by BGLAD: A Celebration
of Sexual Diversity Apr 12, 7:30 pm in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
Writing for Public Radio Informal
discussion with Andrea de Leon of
MPBN and Tom Verde, freelancer Apr
12, 7.30 pm at the Portland Public
Safety Building, Middle St., Portland.
The discussion sponsored by the Portland Writers Network. Free and open
to the public. For more infonnation, call
871-0466
Dynamic Community Television
Local television'S role in the community and the public's access to it are
examined in a program aired on the
Community Cable Network Apr 13 at
7:30 pm, Apr 14-16 at 1:30 and 7:30
pm, Apr 17-19 at 9:30 am on channel
37 in Portland, S. Ponland, Cape Elizabeth . Gorham, Falmouth and Scarborough.
Lesbians and Cay M.n of the
African Diaspora: Saving Our
Souls, Saving Ours.lves CraIg
Harris, AIDS educator and author,
speaks Apr 17, 7:30 pm, Beam Classroom , VIsual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public For more information, call
725-3151.
Consumer Issues of the '90s Ralph
Nader, founder 0/ the consumer rights
movement, speaks Apr 17, 7:30 pm,
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick Free tickets may be picked
up at the Events Office, Moulton Union.
For more information, call 725-3151 .
Trains In Maine: .....t Around the
CO ....r? Amtrak's senior director of
public affairs Bruce Heard will discuss
the Amtrak system and the possibility
of trains in Maine Apr 17, 7:30 pm at
Holiday Inn By The Bay, 88 Spring St.,
Portland. Free and open 10 the public.
For more information, call TRY-RAIL
Candidate Debat. Tom Andrews,
Linda Abronson, Jim Tierney. Libby
MItchell and Ralph Conant debate
questions posed by a panel of journalists Apr t 8, 7 pm at the Holiday Inn By
The Bay, 88 Spring St., Portfand. Event
is sponsored by the Portland Democratic City CommIttee Free and open
to the public for more infonnation, call
871-7232 .
Statistical and Modelling Aspects
of the AIDS Epidemic Dr. Lynne
Billard, professor of statistics at University 01 Georgia, considers the incubation period and the development of
the basic dIfferential equatIons which
descrIbe the underlYIng epidemiC process Apr 19, 8 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. For more informabon, call 725-3151 .
Gays in Film VIto Russo, the author of
"The Celluloid Closet. recognozed as
the groundbreaking book in gay film
theory, speaks Apr 20, 7 pm in Kresge
AudItorium, Visual Arts Center, Bow
doin College, BrunSWIck. For more
information, call 725-3151.
Judith Magyar Isaacson, author of
the recently published "Seeds of Sarah:
Memoirs of a Girlhood" speaks about
her experience in Auschwitz during
World War II Apr 20, 7:30 pm at Congregation Bet Ha'am, 111 Wescoll Rd ,
South Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more infonnation, call 8790028 .
M.n'. Journal Workshop led by
Alfred DePew. Workshop for beginners and those who would like to
deepen and expand their journals selected Mondays, 7-9 pm beginning Apr
30. Six sessions $100. To register. call
775-3708 .

continued on page 16
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station in Portland offers yc u
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoicc.
But you probably know that already.
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343 Forest Ave. • Portland, Maine. (207)773-4715

774~323.

Parents Anonymous is a self-help
program for parents undergoing dally
stress with their children and who are
seeking help to develop better parenting skills You can contact PA in Portland at 871-7411. All meetings are
free, confidential and informal.
Depressiv. and Manic D.p.....
siva Anonymous Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm In
Room 2, Dana Center, Maine Med,
Portland. For more informanon, call
774-HELP.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth Hoor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more informatJon.
call 774-6877.
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Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10 - 6, Sun. 12 - 6

WELL

HELP

Survivors of Sexual Assault Rape
Crisis Center offers a co-facilitated educationaVinformationai support group for
survivors of sexual assault. Free, confidential and child care available. For
more information, call the Rape Crisis
Center Hotline at 774-3613.
Maine Head Injury FoundalUon
Monthly support group meets Apr 18
and the third Wednesday of each month
at 7 pm at Goodwill, Cumberland Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call
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Sport quote
of the week
... In case you missed the
Masters Tournament last
weekend, it was another nailbiting thriller, coming down
to Dogwood Death between
the crusty, pot-bellied American veteran Ray Floyd and the
young whippers napping bloke
from England Nick Faldo.
Never mind who won. The
beauty of the Masters is that
it's still called the Masters, period. Adve rt ising has destroyed the prestige and credibility of many sports events
(for example, the USr&O
Sugar Bowl). Golf fanatic and
writer Dan Jenkins is worried:
"The Masters may one day
change its name to the Cadillac AT&T Chrysler Nissan
Shearson Lehman Hutton
Honda Nestle Deposit Guarantee MCI K Mart GTE Southwestern Bell Kemper Pepsi
Titleist Hardee's Federal Express Anheuser-Busch NEC
Bank ofI3ostonJC Penney Coke
Nabisco
Golden
Bear
Sports watch Masters." There
won't be enough room on the
winner's jacket to embroider
the official nameofthetournamen!. (By the way, Faldo won
the dramatic playoff at Augusta for the second straight
year.)
Mike Quinn

Old Port F.stival Intown Portland
Exchange is looking for people to work
as marshals for the Old Port Festival
June 10. Marshals work before, during
and after the event and must be willing
to work four hours on the day of the
festival. For more Information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
Spring CI.aningThe Refugee Resettiement Program accepts donations of Golf for Good R.ason American
household goods and furniture in usLung Association of Maine in conjuncable condition. To arrange delivery,
tion with 42 Maine golf courses is oHercall 871-7437
ing a Golf Privilege Card which entities
Junior Volunt •• r Program at
the holder to one tree round at golf at
Maine Medical C.nt.r Young
each at the participating courses The
people ages 14-17 who wish to particiCard represents a value of over $500
pate In the summer program (June 25but can be purchased for $60 For
Aug 31) are encouraged to arrange for
more Information , call 1-800-462an interview now. Interviews will be
LUNG.
held Apr 17-20 Orientation and train- Future Stars Bask.tball Camp Two
ing sessions are held June 2, 9 and 16
one-week summer sessions at DeerFor more information, call Dona SiaIng High School for boys entering
tras at 871-2205.
grades four through nine next fall. For
Refug.e Res.ttl.ment Program
more information, contact Dave Bren
is looking for a woman to cofacilitate
ner, boys varsity basketball coach at
the Vietnamese Amerasian Girls
Deering at 774-1315.
Group. The girls are 14-22 years old Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest biCYand meet Tuesdays from 2:30-3.30
cling hiking, camping canoeing and
pm Each meeting includes an activity
other tnps sponsored by the Casco
project or field trip For more informaBay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outtion, call Rana O'Connor at 871 7437
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118

SPORT -F R
KIDS

Running Upcoming Road races
Greater Portland 5 Mile Patriots Day
Race Apr 16, 12 noon (797-4242 or
874-1070); April Amble Four-mile race
Apr 29,9:15 am at Westbrook College
in Portland (797-7261 ext. 212).
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Upcoming
Rides: Apr 14, 9 am, Deenng Oaks Mini Windsocks Workshop for kids
Park, 30 miles, Mark Johnson, 774ages 3-5 Apr 12, 17.19,24-26 at 1030
8992, Apr 21, 10 am, UNE Campus
am and 1 pm at the Ch"Jren's ReCenter, Biddeford, 20 miles, Brian
source Center, Thompson's Point,
Doyle, 934-7353
Portland Cost IS $1 For more informaMain. Outdoor Adventure Club
bon, call 773-3045
Spring Outings Three tripS to Tucker- Allc.. in Wonderland Children's
man's Ravine for skiing or hiking Apr
Theater of Maine presents Lewis Car
15, 7 am, meet at Forest Ave. Shop 'N
roll's story Apr 14, 28, May 5 at 10 am
Save (871-1430); Apr 22, 8 am, meet
in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
at Forest Ave. Shop 'N Save (871Portland Performance Apr 21, 10 am
7028); and May 6, 7:30 am, meet at
at City Theater in Biddeford. Tickets
Gorham Shop 'N Save; Pleasant
are $4 per person . For more information, call 854-0389.
Mountain Hike Apr 21 9 am, meet at
Gorham Shop 'N Save (762-8489)
Children Museum of Main. WorkTrek Across Maine Annual 185-mile
shops "Annual Easler Egg Hunt" Apr
from Sunday River to Rockland to raise
14, 9:30-10:30 am, all ages; "String
money forthe American Lung AssociaPainbng" Apr 17, 1-3 pm, all ages;
tion of Maine June 15-17. Information
' Book Fair" Apr 19, 1-4 pm, all ages. All
meeting on the Trek will be held Apr 17,
workshops are free with museum
7-8.30 pm in the Public Safety Buildadmission. The Children' Museum is
ing, Middle Street, Portland. For more
located at 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
information, call 1-800-462-LUNG.
For more information, call 797-KITE.

Auth.ntic Mov.m.nt Workshop
series with master teacher and Improvisational performer Susan Schell.
Authentic movement is movement of
the self experienced through the body,
mind and spint Workshop oHered Apr
14, 1-4 pm at Ram Island Dance studiO 25A Forest Ave., Portland. $20.
For more information, call 897-6387
Medicine in the 21st C.ntury
Richard Rockefeller discusses the
changing role of patients, physicians
and health care providers, and the
changes we can anticipate during the
next decade Apr 18, 7 pm as part of
Mercy Hospital's Living Lectures senes in the Medical Staff Memorial Auditorium at Mercy, 144 State St., Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 879-3486:
Wh.n There's a Will Lawyer Ed Uggens offers legal information for seniors Apr 19, 1 :30-3 pm as part of a
series for seniors at the Cummings
Community Center, 134 Congress St.,
Portland Cost is 50 cents. For more
information, call Carol McClure at8748870 .
success! Senes of spnng workshops
Include" Stress " Apr 24, 7-9 pm
"Healthy Travel" Apr 26. 7-9 pm
Stretching Workshop" May 8, 7-9 pm ,
"smoke-less Flying" May 10, 7-9 pm.
All workshops are held at 302 Stevens
Ave. (church hall), Portland. Fee IS $25
per session. For more information, call
758-9915.
Menopaus. Workshop Women to
Women in Yarmouth is offenng a oneday workshop "Menopause - Meeting
Women's Mid-Life Challenge" Apr 30.
9 am-4 :30 pm at the Harraseeket Inn in
Freeport. TopICS to be discussed include estrogen replacement, osteoporosis, nutntlonal needs ofa menopausal
woman and sexuality after menopause
Cost for the day, Including a complete
whole food lunch, is $85 before Apr 19,
$95 thereafter. For more Information,
call 846-6163
H.alth Screenings Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services sponsors adull health screening for diabetes, anemia, colorectal
cancer. high blood pressure and cholesterol. Time permitting, two or more
tests per person are available. Donation. Date, time and locations are as
follows : Apr 12, 10am-12noon,Salvatlon Army, Cumberland Ave., Portland ;
Apr 18, 9:30-11:30 am, Community
Building, Windham; Apr 18, 130-3:30
pm, Bucknam Road Fire Station, Falmouth. For more information, call 7757231 ext. 551.

Danc.s of Universal Peace Apr
14, 7-9 pm at the Swedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Portland
For more information, call 846-6039.
Contradance with Shenanigans
All dances taught, beginners and
singles welcome Apr 14, 8.30 pm at the
Newbegln Gym in Gray Admission is
$4. For more Information, call 4283986.
Miss Greater Portland Scholarship Pageant Apr 14 at Catherine
McAuley High School, Portland. For
ticket information, call 774-5058.
Chocolate Lov...' Fling to benefit
the Rape Crisis Center of Southern
Maine Apr 29, 1 5 pm at the Ballroom
of the Sones ta Hotel, 157 High St.,
Portland. Celebrity Judges will be on
hand to select the finest chocolate
creations in several categories from 50
area restaurants . Tickets are $25 in
advance, $30 at the door For more
information, call 767-4278.
International Barbecue Festival
Memphis in May World Championship
May 10-12. The Maine team is looking
for new members to go to Memphis.
For more Informanon, call Jonny at
Uncle Billy's at 767-7119 or write State
0' Maine Pig , oinc , POB 1118, Portland, 04104.
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THIS NON-SMOKfNG GF , 41,
appreciates honesty, integrity,
maturity
and
discretion,
moderation (vs excess/obsess);
seeks other GF's for walks, t'"ks,
qUiet limes and frrendshlp. CBW
Box 842
WOULD THE TAll, energetic,
healthy (in both mind and body)
man who IS looking lor a fem,"e
counterpart, please contact me!
ThIS 5'8", 4t year old DWF needs
some new experiences In her life.
Please help .all Ideas Will be
I NEVER REALIZED there was such
seriousiy conSidered. let's get
an rnteresting diverse population
togetner and make 1990 a year to
of SlOW men available. It's time to
remember (In more ways than onei'
CBW Box 846 TPL 22059
update my census count.
GWM 30'S wou ld "ke to meet GM
Send your stats to thiS SWF (29)
any age, Sebago Area, for
I'll tell you if you tell me!
friendship. I am healthy and
Woodford Station Box 6764
logether, With many Interests and
you be. too. Reply PO Box 60.
Portland ME 04101 TPL 22103
Raymond ME C407~
GM , 30'S , SEEKS ohrGM'S Who
enJoy thea.ter, danel"':;, Intimate
If you have placed an ad n the Casco Bay ""'*"'it
Cllnners. Lite IS swee(8( when ;t's
perronrus, YOU" ad", aJlDmatl:::ai'V entereo .., m
s'1ared. Sene le::e" o.t length,
PERSONAL OF THE WEEK conteSt We are iooIoc"
on one #. PO 80, 61 O~ Faimout\
tor,a; !nat are aeaDve, wmy and lui
ME 04105 TPL 22~64
WinnP.rS WlIIecelVp. thfllr tlckets In !he mal
BLACK MEN Co"," 0"' Come
Out Wh lever You A/e. t'" S 31
Vc_' ~ d 5 T a: iC"ve wan,
car "~, SWF .135 loeen look.. ..g f~r
'OV9 In ail "e wrong piaces only to SWM 26 A,erag. looking nice gUy
SWM 25 SH Y reselVed enlO\
be aDoroacheD oy YOu' y'ounQer :5'9 175 bS.) Sny nOR·smOKe
soorts loves Goo LOOKlcg 10'
orothe's If vo,re SD8M 28-45 non-orug user. light drinKer. Inlo
SWF 20-29 wltn Similar last~
"lave 10'''lng 'arms liKe Ilstenll1g to ;~ans, hg'11 rock ""'ov'es. camom'"
Would love to go au' and have iUl
Piease send prIOlO BOd !aller. CBW
llJlhe~ and con go fro~ sweats 101 fJvlrg, snowmODung, ?oatlng,.ard
80< 857 TPL 22 •
oouh e·orcgslcd S~1t 'n a s,ngl!,) Clner fT1~tersport> 1rn ;~_ol'\lng lor 8
leap, I'm YOur Si.Joe'womar;
I~ng·na ree s~ I o~ ,..IIIOlnO or
HAPPY COUPLE LOOKING ;0
80"< 850 1F! 1)2"
~Ispcm· f. 21 ·~l'" WiO ·5 l~or<lr1
~-gav remale to 'OIl') us jor good
SWM 30 uear M,o:;;), are you ?'2- or a senou~ rp.I~no~5r.o .::."e
1,rres, IC):S 0: iaugns also QiJ!ct
..I;'
none! t lov:1'!g
caw!g !;O''''fwher.!l be .... H~r averag
iUTles. Long term do have extu;
unoers:a"dlng. corrroassfonale? 0\.0 1001'1 "'~ E.~j ;d _) a'trac:lve ar
room f reeoec. Wil, answer a
~o'" eniOY long W81K.!i IOf'lg laJ~s no: ~~ mucn ovo>rweLQI"1 anc sh";
caw Box 858 TPI 22 l
:'1al( or love ratl"e!' Inarl na'/Jr.g se;(? S"artn mv lO!e"r'st:: ~n9 .mllS· oe
SM 39 5'11" 175 Oooooe A.
_"
Ar~ VC
I 0"8, l1a~ woma,", verv ailecuonat8 and musl enjOl'
Loves surprise
mystery
",.,uercJleIY allraCllve, realth, cuool '1~. Plea~':! ~r!: InCIU':
mtelligence, romanct!. 50:1 t .. a
S r-J a smo . . er 8 519111 cr no" ::mo'n DOSS'O·A I..iB~' Box 8"
OUrSUlts x-COUntry skiing 'r:e a10
nrJn~er7 Are you lOOK r'J~ : .... Tr-L. ~.,
rOller s~atlr.g, bll(ing. oanong
exoeneoce a loreve' K,no 01 mlc2. HAPPINES S IS 1100109 s,nglo
nalUra! CUISine. humor, SOCtal cauStr
CO" yOLo accept ool"g respecter'? rre" 40 ~o 60 w,~~ lOIS 01 energ~
SeeKing fiery snaK: , ~.,O!O Pleas!],
Can YOu wriff'. , taKe a sell Ohoto, AM lun lOVing ;0 hang out Wlt~
Smoke-Iree.
CBW Bo, 859 TOL
,
(;liVe OU! you phone "iJrn
lake a three f31 single W"H~ lem~lth
coance? Ii so PO 80x Ie.: Saco ME ~cparalelv _ 0' 10gelher. ~e"d
19 GWM I'm gooa-looKJog nealtnl.
O-!J7? IS a, YOl.l r1eed 10 know to oeSC'lp!IVe iettp caw Box ~'
outqolng a'lO s:ral;'t! actlrg
IT'~et a S :TIdar .... -: .;.
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1001\.109 fOf the same. , r.a\,'U'" !"I
I AM LOOKING lor tna woman GF 3Z DO vo Kno~ wna! 9vec; a,.,d :JOn' bro .... n ri.1' Lc "j
wno s ad sa,d that She woulo share WIWAPOS means? TnJe Taurea,
'l"Iao<.e :: a grea' sU'TImer PnolCS a
evo'y:nmg Ever'! you' ward'Ooa IncuraOl9 fomant;c. I"Ie:'lger;
oocs CBW Bo> 860 TPL 22' 1'
am nat gay, so 00 not wrl~e If yo... sOlfllual. sensual. SOJI reachlJ1g o~
SWF 24 Proiesslona" ,I 'au enJOj
are caw 80~ 855 TPc 22'0'
toward yOU" OW- Integntj
lOve nana es on a worran. f'!n yo .. I
SWM 34 AND so muc, more. 1"", 6 IntensllY Inomacy lor my tfiMy
enlOY me. SeeKing sarneO'le i,' 0
It la:" In good lorm and I(now wnai you a'e over 30, have exoene"ced
en,o'ls walKS tit tne ocea'\ tneatre,
rrn looking for I enJoy tne ocear me elatten o~ being With a womar-; museums. CUddling 01'1 tile couc:camping, and holding nands r(:"; and are not ali air 51g>1 lno
usten"g to local oanos-I have mary
good looking, ro;nantlc, mtedlge~l e~ceDIIOnS), let's snare an evenlr.9
olvers~ ll'llerests. Humor a must
and la,ented I'd like to meet an 0, dinner and oelinrUons CBW
Soonlanelty II you're that persen
auractlve Slim woman 26-3<1 who 80, 854 TPL
c
looKmg ror a rela!IOr'lS~'IIV' an.. a'e
,,"ows ne~e'l well. IS not shy about I NEVER REALIZED lOere wa s
reaoy to explore ',en t'l wa' ~~
"Oar 1'0"1 ,ou Cg'lJ Box 86' TPL
commitment.. and has trle lime to $UCI1 a 1"1 Interest "'9 d,verSB
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PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

caw

,~

DWM 32 good-:ooking, shy at
first, homebody likes gardenirg
camping, little fiShing, nol crazy'
about danclhg, but love rock + ro,I,
,"ot of warm meaningful hugs, and
of course, riding my Harley
DaVIdson I Seeks SWF or DWF slim
attracllve. 27- 33 drug-Iree,
together, Sincere, honest woman
who wahls a decent man In her lite I
Because life's too short to be a:one
Preler non-smOKer. I'm IIred of the
Single life routine-know whatta
mean! Where are you 8ABEI Photo
and phone If you canl CBW 80x 862
TPL 22113
I AM A SWF tired of the trite
ano typical thmgs recurrent 1:1
these personals Lei's gel down to
soeclflcs. I'm a VIClim of bad love
looking for a real man with feelings,
and a pulse and everything. I aspire
to teach, sing, wnte a Pullitzer
Prize winning novel. and dO
wha leve' else maKes me
excruQatlhgly hapoy I am, howeve',
by no means, a se:f·cemered
parso.,. I adore ma,r;ing others
hapoy. "Have you seen that move,
too?'" If so, g,ve me a ca:l. Perhaps
we aeserve eadl Ol"er, CBW Bex
863 TPL 2?
SWM LOOKING FOR a Sunday
ounny to serve me oreakfast In oed
I am not acove SBlVVlg yo_ the same
I I,,,,e motor boa:s and sa,iboa:j
ane, 01 course. tne bigger Ina
oolta' Wate' IS lUSt toreo al If
EaSier eX::iles yo.; as much as me,
'.t's lalk PhOIO \'I,th or WllnOI t
costume IS t,ne out no: necessan; .
CBW Box B64 TPL 221 r
EXTRA NICE caflng guy ,°'0
vegetarian ana New Age I>lesli
see~ woman 40+ ana trln to S1ar
''''9 rrwacu'ou- CBW Box Sf!) TFL
,,211 6
HEY Blt- EY[S
you n 'I
Happv
TO THE MARR1ED
SUOmISSi'l'a 1'1a. I
letter on 4,6,
""111...... I to;
oe51gnateo teleOOO r1 H numt)Gf '
tl",,~ peflod every '1,· t
CO'1tac:

IS

made

caw

TPL ::2104
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Are you responding ,.

Venus Project

to a CBW Box #? .

Astrological Match-Making
Clearly mark the

For Singles Who

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

Want

A Lashng Relationship

o·
'.

--.

CBW Box # on the ~:,.

The reasonable one-time fee mamlains
your membership untzl you have the
relationship you wa~!1

"

outside corner of .~
-i·

Call Today for a Free Brochure

the envelope andJ
.

800-446-2979

.~

8 Pheasant Lane • Lextll ton, MA o:! 173

send your reply ~

~r

to

J:

C"~D Bay week~ I
. 187JCI ... Sl..~ ,
Portland ME

Run your Person To Person
ad for 2 weeks and get
2 more wee \
•••• FREE!! P •
~~~**~*~******~~~****~

SPRING FLING

041~02 !: Just write "SPRING FLING" on
~

your coupon and send it to
CBW Classifieds

,i{~

Earl was tired of the
~~.~
singles bars and howling'~~
nights with the boys... ~

I~

n

ETC

17

Edna had gIven
up on health clubs
and strategic
grocery shopping ...

'"1ALKING
PERS@NAL

so they each took out ads in

CoscoBov
VV'EEKLV

Person

on

t-..-OW, not only 01r. you TCele the pcrson,11~ - b~:t you GW '-'I~C

ds.tcn .1nd ever

t.l:" w

then'"

Talking Pcrsol'li\ls c1.fC C\ quiCk and {'a5Y \\,'ay [0 nnd Ollt rlor(.;
the person pIcKIng the nd, 10 shiue {nore C\::>out vour.sc:f.
or Jus.t ro seC' who's our mere

clOOUr

To :Slen to the Tall<ing I'c"onals In thts I>suc. lust fallow
Simple dlrecttons,

t,'es~

Dial t -900-890-2824 Irom ilny toucl, tone pnonc
Lldl ul!1 -co.-,I 95' l1<'f nl~nuf(> bll:eC! to YO.Uf pt10nr

2.

\'~1cn

t:1C n1ncnlne nnswcr~, dlal access coOe 22...

3 Now the machine "111 ask lor " spccllic nember
[mer tile 'TPL' number lIsH ~ d .1f :11(' cnd ot the c"1d yo ...
wish to respond to
4. LIsten to r:,C recorded mcsSc'ge .lnd '(''-1VP ytJ ... • •
re5opon~ If you wlc.,r v~ .150 e~l,SV c"\S n~t

All calls are screenerl. Ouscene messages will ue rleleterl .
To place you own Talking Personal arl, call Melissa Johnson at 775-660 I.

So let's talk personal!

and
re parasailing
on Saturdays and stripping
furniture on Sundays
it could happen
For more information caU Melissa]ob1zs011
at Casco Bay Week~y 775-6601

1•
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body & soul
TAROTIPSYCHIC READINGS
by Sue. Skilled in helping people
Ihrough IIfe/earlh changes. 15
years expenence. Call aller 5PM
lor appolnlment. 772-6637
WEEKLY GROUPS for women. We
are many vOIces and we choosea
variety 01 file styles and in thIS
group. we come logether 10 honor
our common ground 01 belng-Ihe
femlnme Mon. 7:30-9:30 pm April
23·June 4 or Tues. 9:00am-11 :oo
am April 24.June 5. $2OIwk. For
more informalion and registration,

Kristine Myers Walson. MA 7750366
METAPHYSICAL readings Irom
a spirilual perspeclive oller
InSighl and praclical applicalion
regarding your currenl energy
field. hfe lessons. pasl lives.
personal symbols and archetypes.
Tarol readings also available. call
Regina al 729-0241.

TALANTED MIND
oilers
unprofessional counseling se!Vices.
eye can try to help you 10 deal with
your own personal individual
"problems". price negoliable. 45
mmute sessions. Tuesdays and
Thursdays only. Call for
appolnlment. 772-8529 Ask for
Tucker Katonah I
INTUITION TRAINING using
the process 01 centering. skill
remembering. practicing and
alllrming 10 re-engage your
Intuitive resources. 15 hours
Includes malerlals and tapes.
TUition $300. Call ROSie Byrer
772· 7532
WOMEN: Does being In love mean
being in pain? Leam how 10 chan~e
dyslunclional
relat ionshIp
patterns. Therapy, group now
forming based on Women Who
Love Too Much", For more
Inlormallon call 871 -9256.

DONNA GODFREY, COUNSELOR
o//erlng groups In: "Heahng the
ChIld WIthin," "Women's Growth
Group," and "PMS Support
Group." Groups begin the week 01
April 26. Call 781-4842 lor more
InformatIon.
PARABOLA READER very
Interesled in forming discussion
group. Would welcome info or
Interest. Please-leave message. L.
West. 874-6488
REI KI HEALI NG Let this
Japanese energy balancing echnqce
relieve your stress and pain. leaving
you mentally clear renewed.
revllallzed and feehng GREAT!
Call Kristen Erico, 2nd degree
PractitIOner at 773-1346
COUNSELING FOR EATING ana
body Image Issues. IndiVidual and
group Iherapy avaIlable Call Lisa
Bussey MA CEDT 775-7927
'

music lessons
. PROFESSIONAL
FLUTIST now ...;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;W

EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT
THERAPY WORKSHOPS AND
GROUPS. Explorin9 the body's
wisdom and creativity Ihrough
movement, art and reflection. One
day workshops on MAY19 and
JUNE 16. New 4-week groups
beginning In mid April. Contact
Caroline Loupe. MA. Registered
Dance TherapISt. 871-8274
TOO YOUNG TO feel that old?
Give yourself a lill with Rolf body
therapy. For inlo or consultation.
call 774·3175. A down to Earth
approach toward Ihe whole Human
body.

All lrvcls·

~ITAl\

ill!!

772-0208
J"EFF WElnSEI\G£1\

Portland

Electrolysis Clinic

for rent

upper lip, f!)Iebrows,
arms, bikini lines

and olber relaltotlship issues

3~~~~t~ GODFREY

COUNSELOR

Falmouth ME

notices

Individual and Group Therapy
Jar Adults UXJrking taward higher self-esteem,
personal growth & creativity
Graham Reaves, MA in Psychology
797-0202

COME SAVE THE EARTH
Togelher :
JOIn
"TUNA
BOYCOTTISave the Dolphins
Campaign." (Earth First) Starting
April 11, For further info con'tacl
Jellrey al 775-0482

'}-~"""""""""""''Y'..y\'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''y\''''''y\''''''''''''Y'..'''''''''''''Y"lo.Y''',:~.Y'\o..~~''''''Y' MAINE,
~

~
~
~

for rent

cOUNSELORS WANTED to share
bright
allractlvebaSIS.
offICe space
by
an hourly
$8Ihour.
Everything Included 773-5573 Dr.

Rotinson

for sale

"

THE APARTMENT STORE

ilJ

whoitstic chiropractic, naturopathy
475 Stevens Ave Porllatld ME 04103
772-1896

8712
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searching for the
IDEAL apartment?

............................................A>'.tW...............................................,....................................

---------------------------,
Carole B. Curran, MS,

QUEENSIZE CANNONBALL bed:
head and foolboards. mattress and
box springs included. Excellant
condition. $400. Call 854-8240.
LIVING ROOM SET
$200
massge table $75, or best offer.
Call 854-4302
STEREO:
Pioneer 80 Watt
receiver and 150 Watt speakers.
Excel"m condition, only 2 mos. old.
Musl selL $450 Fisher dual
cassette player/dubber. $100.
Call: 767.6213
FOOD
PUSHCART
attracllve,large H+C waler, 2
sinks, ready to go, $t 800. Call
Della 773-2624 Mon to FM 2-7:30

STEINWAY "M" Grand plano.
Action recondilion and regulated. A
true pleasure to play. Also,
LIOUIDA TlON SALE on new high
quality consoles Joseph's Piano
Service 773-1779. Regislered
member P.T.G.
MOUNTAIN BIKE for sale Fuji
Tahoe. Excellenl Condition 18"
must sell Asking $300 772-8701.
Also AT + T answerin9 machine. ,----..,:-----:-----,
Excellent condition. ~sklng $50.
make great
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk ESPRESSO/CAPPUCINO
Ultrallghl. enclosed cockpit, push Pro Quall'ty Machl'ne
bUllon start, full aerilons and
Ilaps. On wheels, with floats.
Factory Rebuilt
$6500 or blo. Catmaran With new
$500
bl
trampoline and rollerreefing rig.
or 0
$1400799-4305
761-3930

"BUY IT NAKED L" PURCHASE
RESPONSIBLY PACKAGED
GOODS" Environmenlally friendly
paper bumperstlCkers . Greal
Earth Day 1990 gift. Also: "LIVE
AS IF YOUR LIFE DEPENDED ON
IT", "SAVE GOD FROM
RELIGION". "HUG AMOOSE FOR
JESUS" and more (all ©). $1 each,
7 lor $5. Send #to (long) SASE
to: Worldly Wise POB 97t5-221.
Portland ME 04104. 1% for
Peace.
KAHLUA· MAKE YOUR OWN!I
II's delicious. quick, cheap, and easy.
Send $3 for recipe to Danson
Dlstributers: PO Box 8190.
Portland ME 04104-8190

77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
well. $250 Call Dan 883·6635
PARTS CAR, 82 MERC. LYNX ..
Great body. Brand new tires,
brakes, exhaust. elc. Win sell whole
or In parts. Call Dan 663·6635
1979 YAMAHA 650 Special.
17,600 miles, black. new exhaust,
road ready. Asking $750. 7976852

1986 PONTIAC Grand Am AC
AUlo AMIFM cass Crul $6000 or
best offer. Call 854.-4302
1971 CHEVY WAGON small V8.
Runs wll. Southern Democratic car
$500. 871-7273
73 VW BUS VIntage creature.
Runs. No rusl. $500 or best offer.
Call Jonalhan at 772-6980. Leave

USED BIKES

~~hed
775-5117

wheels
1981 DATSON B210 AMifM, new
brakes, IIres and exhaust. Clean car
$725. Call 773-0895 30 day
warranty on engine, transmission
and rear end. New sticker.
78 VOLVO 244 SEDAN standard.
European model. 150k, all
maintenance records, sound body,
dean engine, new Michelins. banery.
Very reliable. $2700 Call 8719341 eves.

1973 MERCEDES 2200 4 Dr., 4
speed. runs and looks great.
$3,250 or best offer 772-7880.
86 112NISSAN KING CAB Pill.
5 speed. Good solid dependable
truck. With AC. One owner. Woman
salesman. Runs excellant. $4000.
call nights MIChelle 775-1435
1987 JEEP WRANGLER
6
cylinder. automalic , power
steering. hard lOp, AMlFM
cassette fullout. $9000 or best
offer. Cal 799-8943 afler 6pm

message.

• apartments, townhouses, condominiums·

Portland locallon. Adjacent 10
Payson Park. Walking dlslance 10
Baxter Blvd. Old charm and lois of
characler. Asking $94,900 bul
owner wanls offers . Call 7748590

247 Danforth St.
Portland ME

u!!f!!!
• •

by Lynda Barry

761-2434

employers
dancers
,===:::=======
accountants
business
I GAYLE M&~G ~ Marb%!;:~~~:qut"g ~~iijiftU:nifiilt
car owners
14 MMS ill "f4,iI counselors
PETTY ~~==~77~3-08~~1~7:::~~D~~~~~~~~~~
GETTING MARRIED?
KANE
child care
cleaners
lost & found
contractors
Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732
• •
mUS1C1anS
employment
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER,

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER

Please call me

7735221

-.

.,

GIRLS WANTED From Portland
and surrounding areas, between
ages 9-t 9 10 compele in thISyear's
MISS Pre-Teen, Jr. Teen and Teen
1990 Portland Pageanls. Over
$t5,000 in prizes and scholarships
including an all expense paid triP to
Nalionals In Orlando, Fl. Call lor
Information. 1-800-345-2330 ext
0945
MAYBE
SOMEDAY! Our
bookstore is alive and well on Monl'lY
HIli. We're looking for volunteers
Call 773-3275

HOUSE PINS (tm)- a socially
conscious business helping the
homeless IS lookIng the casual partlIme in-home ass em biers .
Responsibility and creativity
essential. HaVIng fine motor skills.
color coordination and anentlon to
detail a big plus. Compensallon
good. Call for an appo,nlment.
799-6116
PEPPER CLUB fulltime dishwasher
and parlllme vegelarian cook
wanted. Apply In person at 78
Middle St. between 12 and 2 pm

CASCO BAY MONTESSORI
School oflers quality care In a
home-like environment. Current
openings lor afternoon session
11 :45 to 3.30, Arl & Cralls
Program 3:30 to 5:30. Beginning
July 2, "Summer Mornings" 9:00 10
t 2:00, drop 011 welcomed wilh
same day call. Also accepting
enrollment lor Seplember
Afternoon SeSSIons , flexible
scheduling Call 7992400, located
at 440 Ocean SI, South Portland
REICHE AREA MOM wanls 10
care for childre n. Meals included.
Conlact B. Mills 761-2473

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
crew supervIsor. Landscaping
experience necessary. SUpelVlSOry
expenence preferred. If you're the
Leader type, call JLM Landscape
Co. Inc. 883-6644
WHOLISTICALL Y·ORIENTED
person wilh strong back and good
sense 01 humor wanted to help care
for persons wilh MS. FleXible
schedule, good pay. Call Maybe CHINESE SHAR PElS 2 fawr
Someday. 773-3275.
males 3 months CSPC registered,
show quality, champ lines. very
reasonable, 766-3358

"HOT FUN . BALLOON FLiGHTSlr
Call aboul reduced rales for
spring and our exclusive "YOU FLY
THE BALLOON" system !! 7611735

I FOUND A killer Huskie. It looks
pure bred but I'm nol sure. It's a
male and IS black and off-white. If
Ih,s IS your dog , call me at 7752467 Dave

boats

25' CAPE DORY, 1978, Johnson
99 OIB. 8 Salls, VHF, depthmeler,
knot meier, compass, stove, head
With holding tank, Jackstands,
canvas cover. Teak excellent.
$14,500 781 -2529 Eves.
BOAT FOR SALE: ClassIC 20 fl.
Lymann Islander. Mohogany over
oak 80 horsepower In-board. Very
open boal. Ready for the water,
With trailer. $2000. Call 7729772

THE~E

WAS

SUE ACKeR. HAO A PART\l, MY FIRST oNE
I WENT To WITH ME ANO DAVID AS A
COUP!'E.

IT WAS

IN HER FAMOUS

BAS£""~NT.

JUST REO l.IGHT BVLBS AND SeAN BAG
CHAIP..S PLUS 100 Mell.OW (O~NERS FoR.
M"KtNE; OVT. HER PAR~NTJ ItRt: VNIfARIlIlNS WITK FR.EE MINDS. "",=,,==~;;;;;;j

ALL ThE

PER.fEGT

SONGS OF
CR':ISTi\l SLVE" ?EltSVASION, IT'S A BEAVII FVl MOR.N tNG "tlD VI LI't MEANS I LOVE ~oV
So You KNOW ME ANt> Ol'tVtD WERE SLOW

HE pvT HIS L.IPS B~ M!:J E"iI.R. , I ffLT TIlE
BREAIH fROM HIS NOSE A~D THE" Bvc- .
KLE ON IllS Bl:LT VIA' ME. 11-\AT THING

WI-IE\!.E WORDS CANNOT EXPlAI~ WAS

01lNCtNC;. TliE ODoRS OF HIS BRvT COLOGNE
WAS BLClWIN(; M':fMIND AWA'1 AND TrlE
F.t:\"IN" OF \-\IS FINGE"RS ON M'1 BACK.
YOIo\ KNOW TrlAT GI1-"i\T CAR-STOMACrl
FE'ELINGo WHEN \:Iou fL':j OVER. A HUM??
~AT WAS M:1 WHO!,E 13oD'j.

You

CAN NEVE"R TELL WHEN THE" BEAVTIFvL

MAGIC OF liFE' Will. HAPPEN To You.
Yolo( CAN NEVER TELL. WHEN ALL Itt 0

STARS vmL Fi\!,L fR.OM TrIo SK\:l.

floWING AND THE'6 PUT ON TIlE' SONG
"THE WIND CRIES MA~,;trnE"N DAVID
EXPLODED 'filE WINDMILLS OF MY MIND
B:J KISSING Mr:: I\'ISSING ME KISSING ME.
AND I WAS SI\I\KIN6.AND Al-L 1f.\E BAD
1\1IN6s IN MI:I \IFE TvRNE'D TO WoRTH IT.
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Solution to Real Puzzle # 13
C:OMPLETE nus FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

. . . _w.. .

"'-..g......-.

10 Jri"4 JOIIId. It wiI be t'ItIId In strict CCIlf'ldlnot.

~E

_______________________

~~-----------------------

arr _____________________

STA'"' _______

Classified advertising works for
these people.

call 775-6601
for more
information

rn 1111 [l] .
"g'ottJ'rntIlrn
[{][I] [[] a II [II]J
I

roommates

learnin

but don't want to spend hall your honeymoon money on one??

Real Puzzle #15
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

• ccnvenient weekend & eventlg appointments avaiable •

dancin

expand. Money
and assumable
mortgage.
No down
cunosity
seekers
please 773-7054 eves.

All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceived by Wed.,Apr. 18. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the Apr. 26issue of Casco Bay
Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

Can you sol ve the Real Puzzle?Ifso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's fOT the first prize winner. A$15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
CoffeeRoas ters awai ts the second prize
~nner. Contestants are ineligible to
wmmore than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.

• serving a/l of Greater Portland'

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer

=====

Somewhere in the world each ofthe
signs at top is paired with one of the
signs at the bottom.
Try to match them up.

83 RENAULT LE CAR runs well, no
rusl 65,000 mIles $900 or best
offer. Call Mane 874-0085. Leave

biz services

..

Ladies
and gentlemen

~.

WANTED APT, all furnished .
utilities included, available around
May 1. Prefer Spring SI, Park St
OK. HERE'S THE SCOOP. I am a FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
or upper Pme SI. area, near Prom. ROOMMATES HERE! You need
30. and am loo~ng lor 2 other house on Higgins Beach With ma" of
function
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER Must take subsidized housing. Must them , we've gOI them. Portland's GM.
Co· led by : Manlyn Hardy, MS
Tre:ilmcnt fo r Addiclions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependency
established roommale referral Similar GM to share a nICe home off 34 $2oolmonlh and utihlies. Call
have storage area. 774-8466
Individuals, Groups and Couples
Authorized Feldenkrals
servICe has the perfect person to Brlghlon Ave Renl will be 883-6986 Mon-FrI 8am-lOam or
LOOKING FOR a lead- 30's share your home, or the pertect $300lmonlh plus 113 uili. House is leave message.
Practitioner
Lucy C. Chudzik
professional lemale {landlady home for you 10 share l For low fees, In qUiet neighborhood. Has 2 baths, NEAT M/F NIS to share sunny, 4
Caroline Loupe, MA
207-761-9096
herselQ looking lor 4 room sunny and prolesslonal serVice, call THE 3 BR , Wid. large deck, and pool. BR apt. with 3 male profesSIonals.
Registered DanceViclorian apl wilh slorage, yard, ROOMMATE LOCATER 774- Sound good? II is Your attributes Quiet Woodford area, wid,
Movement Therapist
Licensed Substance Abuse: Counselor
are 1- reasonably clean, (In olher parking, $200/monlh + 114 ulil.
wid hookup, hardwood Iloors 9303
When:
Sat. & Sun.
477 Congress Street. Portland, ME 01101
words. you clean up your mess and
$400 range. 879-1886.
April 28 + 29
SUNNY, SPACIOUS West End chIp In for general housekeepng- I 775-2563
10-5pm; 10-4pm
ap~ needs room male who likes cats. am nol your Mother. Iherelore I will ROOMMATE WANTED lor thiS
~
ackiiclJons • death-dymg • bealing • splnluai
t,
Where: On Cenler
NIS. call 871-0110
nOlpck up alter you). can handle summer. Brand-new, 2 bedroom
t
SUCCiill- personal and business
\
222 St. John St #3t 2
ROOMMATE NEEDED, N/S- liVIng with a cat , 3-reallle there's duple" large eat-In k,tchen. nICe
Portland ME 04102
sunny Spring st. apt. WIth social hfe other Ihan In a bar,4- neighborhood. parking , own
t
C~W-IP lBALLROOM DANCING! Share
Cost:
$t60.oo
screened deck, stora~e, exerCIse keep reasonab!e hours. Look, Ihls bedroom . Call 797-0276 for more
t
cou1lsel01; hypnotist, psychIC
1 Expenence the romance of partner
room and OFF-STREET PARKING may seem stuffy to you bul With mformat'on
for more Inlormatloncall Manlyn@
by aPfJ!Jinlmenl 871 -0032
1 dancing Learn to Jillerbug, waltz, (owner plows). 112 mile 10 Intown more than 1 person In a home, you M/F NIS roommale need 10 share
767 ·3909 or Caroline@8718274 :
t
/Jers01wl <Ievelopme.d classe..
1 loxlrol. and slow . dance. Next Portland. 1mln. 10 Mercy Hosp., 10 have 10 think of olhers. If you're large sunny apl USM area .
~
.-elax<llio,~ healing, rnedilalio1l, psychiC
, session begins Apnl 18 Call now min to Maine Med. Gas Interested. call MIChael at 774- Fireplace and hardwood floors
' •• •• • _. ___ . _ ,_ ,_ ,.,_,_. __ ._._ ~ ,_,._ •••~_._ ••• _._ . _.1 775-1892
HT/HW,WID, woodslove and 0712 after 6pm weekdays and 325!month + 112 utils. 773-3384
Infrared security system included . anytIme on weekends . Home NON SMOKING M/F 10 share 4
Preler profess ional male, available to move Into 4·1 .
BR country home in Scarbrough. 5
consc,entlous. Slra'ght. no drugs, SO . PORTLAND, M/F nonsmoker min. to beach. 15 min. to Portland.
VIDEO SERVICE lor SPOrlS, BIG COMPANY ACCOUNTING MAINLY MAIDS Do mesl i c RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have,
considerate of enVIronment, 10 share SpaCIOUS 2BR apartment. QUiet area. Plenty of slorage.
fllness, and pertormance. Seeing I for small bUSiness and self Housecleaning. We're here 10 help limited number of open ings .
average 10 very neal, occasional $3OOlmonth Includes all but phone. $300lmonlh plus share utils. 883- •
Services Incl ude : painting ,
PrOOuctlons. Call 879-9113
employed indiViduals. We offer a you. BI-weekly and weekly rales
drinker, ,elallvely qUiet hfestyle No pets. Call RIC al 883-7385 or 9591
FLEA MARKET VENDERS, computerized accounllng servICe Very thorough , reliable, many yardwork, general household
SimIlar Inlerest helpful. $350 + 767-5t93 evenIngs. AvaIlable Apnl ROOMMATE WANTED. Female
malnlenance. lifting, tugging and
GaragelYard Salers-thinklng of which IS fasl, relIable and cost- references. Call Jeanine or Laurie
112 basIC tel. Call Rob 775-1034 l
preferred. Two bedroom apl on
hau ling . Call 879-7049 for
adding NEW
POPULAR effecuve. If you want 10 spend your 892-2568.
or leave message
FEMALE AND CAT looking for Morning SI Ocean view and sun
INNOVATIVE produCIS 10 your nmeonlhlngsmorevaluableloyour HEALTHFUL WHOLESOME appo'ntmenl. Refs. reqUired
PROFESSIONAL Flo share my qUiet, nonsmoking female to share -deck. $288lmonth Jen at 774sel-ups this season? Well, we have buSiness. call us lor accounnng and homemade meals prepared for you SERIOUS SOUNDS OJ se!Vice
Falmouth home near Mackworth 2BR South Portland apartmenl 8831
the products and at the LOWEST lax servICes. 7994316
in your home. I WIll organize your Music for all occasions. Counlry ,
Is land . Wid, parking, back yard , near W,llard's Beach. $300 + 112 SPACIOUS 2BR Woodfords apt
PRICES we can offer you! Fro MAINE PAYROLL SERVICE- weekly meal plan. shop for Rock, Oldies Tina 797-6526. Alan
fireplace, 1 1/2 balh. modern utlls. Call 767-1781 Keep trying. WIth Viclonan charm. 30's female
details send #10 SASE todayi (In a "Payroll made easy." $t per check groceries and prepare meals and 767-5617
kllchen . lighl smoker ok $350 + GM ROOMMATE needed. MMC prolessional With cat looking for
hurry? Send $tO check or mo for charge. Complete gov'l and lax baked goods calered 10 your needs
ulil AvaIl. May 1 Call 892-8072.
Area. May 1. Furnished. 50 week, NIS M/F profeSSIonal roommale
wholesale kll.) GifTS, ETC. reporls. Sallslacllon guaranleed. on a weeldy basis. Food prepared
PROFESSIONAL HOUSEMATE 100 deposit. utlhlios Included. 22+ 27-40 to share. Includes yard,
WholesalelRetail Disl Park Dnve- Call 797-0266
wllh love and healing energy.
10 share large 7 room house In chemlree. non-smoker. Send leiter. basement,
garage. wi d.
Box 152 OIIvebndge NY 12461 .
COLLEGE STUDENT wllh truck References avail. Also available fm
downlown Freeport. $4oolmonlh le"phone number 10 CBW Bex 201 dishwasher. $275 879-1886.
VCR CLEANING done In your available 10 do odd Jobs and moving conferences and retreats. 773Inc everylhlng. 865-9020
home by a certlftedldegreed Very handy and can fix mosl 0154.
technician. Call 781 -2362 after everything Excellenl references, HAND LETTERING on glass,
PARKSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
6:00 pm Mon-Fri or 9-5 weekends call any lime, day or night. 774- trucks , walls,. elc., murals,
large remodeled 1, 2. and 3
for delails
2159. leave message.
elCtonals, creallve deSign, pen
new construction bedrooms. heal, hot water, laundry,
RENT A WIFE Allention busy INCOME TAXES at reasonable Illustration by Taylor SIgn, "The
slove. refrig. stove, $500 -$675.
remodeling
execullves. I'm Ihe parson who can rates Accurate, prompt, personal Sh?p 01 New Ideas.' the people
7735023
lake care of all your domestic servICe. ElectronIC filing for qUICk we ve pleased are . our besl
dormers, frcvne to finish
needs. I can lake 2 more clients: refund . For appolnlment or recommendation: ClassIC Eyewear.
basement remodels
clean ing. laundry. shopping. estimate call John Hudson al772- the Good Egg Cafe, Portland
a specialty
organization, cookIng, errands, eiC. 11 99. 7AM to lOPM. 7 days a week. Stage Co. Gallery 127, Madd App"
MEN'S JOURNAL WORKSHOP
Call 879-7049 for appointment. FREE FREE FREE Junk car Cafe, Mame Bakery Supply and F.I
fully insured
wllh Alfred DePew. For beginners
Refs. required.
removal .. Any condition, car carner Merrill Inc. 10 name a few. Ask for
871-8086
and those who want 10 expand their
avail. Call 774-0268
Tony al 773-0277
Journals. To explore such Issues as
c==========='ii
..
-...
lathers, menlors , In'l1alion, work,
fine businesses and 0
Hatld Painted
pur~e and splntuallty. Mondays:
homes for six years 0
April 30, May 14, June 11 and 25.
JUly 9 and 23. 7-9 PM. $100. for
mlormatlon call 775-3708
!reeeslimates
~ Colorwasbing, etc. BREAKFAST CAFE . Fully
DavidCohen
0
0 772"1735 0
operaling Many possibili lies 10
• you experi,ence dis-~ase from
chroniCpam or restricted

stuff for sale

• time saving & cost effective·

HEA~

3rd in Scarborough. Call by Apri
20th for tICkel informalion. 793-

IDEAL FOR DR. or professional
person I $300lmonth + util. Baxter
Blvd area, deck, parking, lots of
pnvacy. No smoking. no pelS. 7740852
PARKSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
large remodeled 1.2, & 3 bedrooms,
heat, hot water, laundry, slove,
refridg, . $500-$675/month 7735023

do your rental shopping at

INJURY
~ Foundallon benefll supper. Mar 3 BR ANTIQUE CAPE Excellenl

portland
~
~ Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~
~
Dr" Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~
~

WEST END, a real cozy getaway,
3rd lIoor of a very artistICally
Inclined building. Fully renovated,
wall to wall, lots of light, skylight. .
lots of greal f,<atures.
$600/month + ulils. Call Scott at
761 -5832 aller 5pm or leave
message.

~ijlticesU ~)!;;\;i

781-4842
~~~~~;;;.~~~~=;=~=======~...!=;;=======::;--;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.::J
Recovering Self Esteem
in the Body
To live is to love your Body
This 2 day Workshop lor
women cafl help you if:
• you are lired of wasting your
life obsessing over your body's
flaws
• you long for a healthier and
more accepting relationshIp
wllh you body
• you feel al odds with "Ideal"
Images of women promoled
by the media

for rent

MUSIC
REHEARSAL
roomlrecording studIO , intown
Portland, ground floor, 24 hour
easy access. 774-3366

co-dependency

24 Victor Road. Portland, Maine 04103' (207) 774-8149

if you want to play serious blues guitar.....
Ken Grimsley is here
633 Forest Ave
a master of the blues guitar
Portland' 773-3444
all blues amI blues/rock slytes

Invest In Yourself

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.
• Individual, family and group counseling
• 'Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction
• Consultant for individuals with special needs

0

L£S50NS

SOfll;(£JIl,!r1 rx,;

PERMA."<ENJ' HAIR RFMOVAL

GUITAR .. DRUM WORKnHOP
;:)

$cyks

e''IMSC,\!pClons
c/X:0fV./
soloinG
Sk;h"">£~'binq

772-7104

Certified Reality Therapist

,t'

i'ortland's #1 music teaching facility

has openings for new students. All
ages and abilities welcome. Call
874-2455 and leave a message.

19

DAYTIME~NE

PA.... EHf
PREF.ERREO CATEG~ ____________

BASIC RATE"",,"_
• ____ EXTRA WORDS ""T ___ < EACH

I

Z1PCOOE ________

9 - 67337 (Coffeyville, KS)
7 -14218 (Lackawanna, NY)
8 - 53081 (Sheboygan, WI)
3 - 90213 (Beverly Hills, CAl
1 - 70345 (Cut Off, LA)
6 - 80501 (Gunbarrel, CO)
2 - 29379 (Union, SC)
4 - 49036 (Coldwater, MI)
5 - 02762 (Plainville, MA)

____________________

Check ____ 1.\oney0rde< _ __

TOTAL WOROS:
~c.d.

Here are the solutions (followed by
the postal area each of them rcprL~
sented, just for the record):

______________________

The U.s. Postal Service should hire
these Real Puzzle winners. Wendy
Cahoon of Saco wins first prize_ David
Chadbourne of Portland wins second.

caw BOX SERVICE ~
SUBTOTAl.
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

1_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------------------------------------

For display classified (border ad) rates call Melissa Johnson at CBW: 775-6601

Bud Dry is cold filtered for smooth draft
taste and drybrewed for no aftertaste.
Bud Dry is the newest member of the
Budweiser family of beers, joining
Budweiser and Bud Light.

Proudly distributed by National Distributors, South Portland, Maine.

